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ABSTRACT
Species-specific transcriptomic responses of juvenile rockfish
(Sebastes) to simulated future upwelling conditions
by
Holly Doerr
Master of Science in Marine Science
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories &
California State University Monterey Bay, 2021
Anthropogenic climate change is predicted to trigger large-scale changes in ocean
chemistry over the next few decades. These conditions may be exacerbated in coastal
upwelling regions where strong, seasonal increases in pCO2 and hypoxia are expected to
intensify under climate change. Nearshore rockfishes (genus Sebastes) may already be
adapted to fluctuating upwelling environments along the west coast of North America, but
further shifts in ocean chemistry could push individuals beyond their physiological
thresholds. I examined the effects of future upwelling conditions by simulating fluctuating
vs. static levels of combined high pCO2 and low dissolved oxygen (DO) on the gill
transcriptomes of three juvenile rockfish congeners with different life histories: copper
rockfish (Sebastes caurinus), gopher rockfish (S. carnatus) and black rockfish (S. melanops).
Juveniles were collected and exposed to static-ambient (DO= 8mg/L; pH=8.0), staticmoderate (DO=4.0mg/L; pH=7.5), static-extreme (DO=2.0mg/L; pH=7.3), or two fluctuating
treatments that alternated between ambient and extreme conditions every 8 days, simulating
upwelling and relaxation cycles. Gill tissue was sampled from fish following 13 weeks of
exposure to each treatment. De novo transcriptome assemblies were constructed for each
species, and compared for quality, completeness, and mapping rates across all samples. The
copper rockfish reference assembly was selected to map and compare differential gene
expression for common orthologs across all species. I found significant changes in gene
expression (edgeR, FDR<0.01) under all pairwise comparisons of static vs. fluctuating
treatments, with fluctuating treatment responses containing larger overall numbers of
differentially expressed genes. Likewise, significant changes in gene expression of fishes
from fluctuating-relaxation conditions vs. static-ambient may reflect persistent evidence of
stress response after “recovering” from upwelling, or acclimatory preparation for subsequent
upwelling exposure. Highly species-specific transcriptional responses may be related to life
history differences and suggest the possibility of greater tolerance to future ocean chemistry
in black rockfish, which was not reflected in the other species. Likewise, correlations of
physiological data to transcriptional profiles from the same copper and gopher rockfish
suggest that these congeners rely on different molecular mechanisms to cope with
environmental stressors and highlight a stronger molecular and physiological stress response
in gopher rockfish. Comparing transcriptomic responses of rockfish exposed to static vs.
more ecologically relevant, fluctuating future upwelling conditions provides insights into the
ways in which climate change will impact an ecologically and economically important group
of marine fishes in North America.
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INTRODUCTION
Anthropogenic climate change is predicted to trigger large-scale changes in ocean chemistry
over the next few decades (Sydeman et al., 2015; Gruber et al., 2012), resulting in more acidic and
hypoxic conditions, particularly in nearshore coastal zones (Hauri et al., 2009; Deutsch et al.,
2011). Since the Industrial Revolution, anthropogenic production of greenhouse gases (primarily
through the burning of fossil fuels) has steadily increased the flux of CO2 into the atmosphere,
altering atmospheric, terrestrial and oceanographic processes. Previous research suggests that in
the past 200 years, as much as 30-50% of atmospheric CO2 has been absorbed into ocean surface
waters (Sabine et al., 2004; IPCC, 2014). This absorption promotes the dissolution of CO2
molecules into seawater, where it then forms weak carbonic acid molecules that quickly dissociate
into bicarbonate (HCO3) and hydrogen (H+) ions. As more H+ ions accumulate in the ocean, pH
declines correspondingly, contributing to the overall phenomenon of ocean acidification (OA).
Since the industrial revolution, pH levels in the ocean’s surface have reportedly fallen 0.11 pH
units (IPCC, 2014). If current emission and acidification trends continue unabated, the ocean’s
average pH levels are projected to fall 0.3 - 0.5 units by the year 2100 (The Royal Society, 2005;
RCP8.5, IPCC, 2014). This pH drop would equate to a 100 – 216% increase in acidity and is
speculated to not only be the lowest oceanic pH experienced in hundreds of millennia, but also
reflects a rate of change that is 100 times faster than previously experienced during this timeframe
(The Royal Society, 2005; IPCC, 2014).
Likewise, decreases in dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations and the subsequent formation of
more hypoxic marine waters are also projected to increase with climate change. In nearshore
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coastal environments, anthropogenically-sourced influxes of nutrients contribute to widespread
eutrophication through algal blooms. When those algae die and fall to the seafloor, they are
consumed by bacteria with the resulting microbial respiration utilizing oxygen at rates that exceed
replenishment (Howarth et al., 2011; Gobler and Baumann, 2016; Breitburg et al., 2018). This
respiration driven O2 consumption creates hypoxic conditions that commonly occur in temperate
water bodies during summer seasons (or when water temperatures are elevated) (Howarth et al.,
2011; Gobler and Baumann, 2016; Breitburg et al., 2018). In addition, as ocean temperatures
increase, O2 solubility decreases with corresponding increases in water column stratification
(especially in deeper, offshore environments). This stratification reduces mixing of deeper, lowDO waters with more oxygenated waters in upper and surface layers, further intensifying hypoxic
conditions (Meire et al., 2013; Gobler and Baumann, 2016; Breitburg et al., 2018).
Though increases in OA and hypoxia are expected to affect the majority of the world’s coastal
marine habitats, some Eastern Boundary Current Systems (EBCS) are expected to be especially
vulnerable due to their strong, seasonal upwelling dynamics. Upwelling is the process by which
deep, nutrient-rich waters are transported vertically towards the surface. Along the west coast of
North America, upwelling is driven by strong alongshore winds and the corresponding offshore
movement of surface waters due to Ekman transport (Davis et al., 1981; Price et al., 1987; Weller
et al., 1991; Chereskin, 1995). The displacement of surface waters results in the vertical transport
of deeper waters, following conservation of mass. Deeper waters are not only higher in nutrients,
but they are also naturally more acidic and have lower DO levels because they typically occur
below the photic zone and are dominated by respiration, in contrast to the shallow coastal waters
where the bulk of photosynthesis and O2 production occurs (Lachkar, 2014). Along with the direct
addition of CO2 into surface waters from the burning of fossil fuels (Sabine et al., 2004), climate
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change is also causing changes in the seasonal timing and intensity of winds (Sydeman et al. 2014;
Wang et al. 2015), which can influence when and where these naturally more acidic and hypoxic
waters intrude on the coast (Grantham et al. 2004; Chan et al. 2008). Recent studies show large
decreases in DO concentrations are apparent throughout the southern California Current System
(CCS), with some of the largest declines occurring below the thermocline (Bograd et al., 2008).
These data also indicate that the vertical expansion of the oxygen minimum layer, by up to 90 m,
has occurred within these same regions, posing potentially cascading effects to pelagic and benthic
ecosystems (Bograd et al., 2008). Observations of oceanic sites worldwide indicate that oxygenminimum zones in pelagic waters have increased by several million square kilometers, and that
hundreds of coastal zones display DO concentrations low enough to severely alter both the cycling
of nutrients and population dynamics of animals that dwell there (Breitburg et al., 2018).
As scientists continue to measure and track changes in ocean chemistry, the question of what
effects it will have on the marine organisms that inhabit coastal waters remains widely unanswered.
Traditionally, research has focused heavily on the detrimental impacts of ocean acidification (OA)
on calcifying marine species (such as mollusks, corals, pteropods, etc.) (Haigh et al., 2015; NRC,
2010). However, more recent studies have shifted to investigate the effects of ocean acidification
on marine teleost fish, which were previously assumed to be more tolerant due to their highly
efficient acid-base regulatory systems (Clairborne et al., 2002; Heuer and Grosell, 2014; Haigh et
al., 2015). Surprisingly, these data indicate that fishes may be more vulnerable to changes in ocean
chemistry than previously assumed (Whittman and Portner, 2013), demonstrating negative effects
of OA on olfactory senses (Munday et al., 2010), changes in behavior (such as exploratory behavior
and predator evasion) or neurosensory function (Domenici et al., 2012; Heuer and Grosell, 2014;
Hamilton et al., 2017), otolith growth (Checkley et al., 2009; Bignami et al., 2013b; Maneja et al.,
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2013; Hurst et al., 2012; Bignami et al., 2013a; Hamilton et al. 2020), mitochondrial function
(Strobel et al., 2012; Strobel et al., 2013a; Strobel et al., 2013b; Michaelidis et al., 2007; Tseng et
al., 2013), and swimming physiology and aerobic capacity (Hamilton et al., 2017). Many of these
effects appear to be attributed to accumulation of HCO−
3 and dissolved CO2 in the teleost body as it

attempts to compensate for internal pH changes and to maintain acid-base balance (Heuer and
Grosell, 2014).
Similarly, it is well known that the effects of hypoxia on marine teleosts result in physiological
and biochemical changes to increase oxygen supply or decrease demand. Fish may increase
ventilation rates (Randall, 1982), increase erythrocytes and/or hemoglobin affinity in the blood
(Randall, 1982; Val, 1995), and remodel gill lamellae to increase surface area and contact with
water flow (Randall, 1982; Wu and Woo, 1985; Sollid and Nilsson, 2006), all apparently to
maintain adequate oxygen uptake. Severe and prolonged hypoxia levels can also have significant
and/or detrimental effects on oxygen demanding activities, including predation and foraging
(Pollock et al., 2007), brain function (Lai et al., 2016b), swimming speed (Herbert & Steffenson,
2005; Domenici et al., 2013), lateralization (Lucon-Xiccato et al., 2014), reproduction (Landry et
al., 2007; Wu, 2009; Lai et al., 2016a), growth (Wu et al., 2003), and maximum metabolic rate
(Mattiasen et al., 2020).
The impacts of OA and hypoxia on fishes are broad, however, more recent data show that some
fish may be more affected if exposed to these stressors during critical life stages (Munday et al.,
2010; Ferrari et al., 2011; Domenici et al., 2012; Bignami et al., 2014; Hamilton et al., 2017). For
example, Ferrari et al. (2011) demonstrated species-specific responses in the antipredator responses
of four species of tropical damselfish following exposure to elevated CO2. In this study, data
showed striking and unanticipated differences in CO2 tolerance across the four congeners, despite
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their similar life histories, with resulting loss of anti-predator responses ranging from 30% to 95%
(Ferrari et al., 2011). More recent data from Hamilton et al. (2017) and Mattiasen et al. (2020)
further reveal species-specific responses to both elevated pCO2 and hypoxia exposure respectively,
where two closely related juvenile rockfish species, blue (Sebastes mystinus) and copper (S.
caurinus) rockfish, exhibited different changes in behavior, physiology and gene expression. In
response to elevated pCO2, copper rockfish showed reduced aerobic scope and critical swimming
speed, changes in behavioral lateralization and metabolic enzyme activity, and increases in the
expression of regulatory genes and transcription factors in muscle tissue. In contrast, blue rockfish
mostly showed changes in the expression of muscle structural genes (Hamilton et al., 2017).
Likewise, in response to hypoxia, copper rockfish showed changes in behavior (reduced absolute
lateralization and increased escape time) not mirrored by blue rockfish (Mattiasen et al. 2020).
However, both species exhibited increases in ventilation rate coupled with decreases in aerobic
scope (driven by reduced maximum metabolic rate).
Most studies examining the effects of environmental stressors on organismal physiology utilize
static stressor treatments that do not reflect the often dynamic and fluctuating environmental
conditions observed in nature (especially in EBCS ecosystems). However, evidence suggests there
may be significant differences in how organisms respond to fluctuating vs. static levels of
environmental stress (Podrabsky and Somero 2004; Mangan et al. 2017; Kwan et al. 2017; Salinas
et al., 2018; Jarrold and Munday, 2019; Griffiths et al., 2019). In one study of diel- and tidal-cycling
of hypoxia and pH on the early life stages of Atlantic silverside, static low DO conditions produced
significant decreases in embryo survival, larval survival, time to 50% hatch, size at hatch and postlarval growth rates. Likewise, a synergistic negative effect of static, combined low pH and DO was
also observed on embryo survival. However, the negative effects on all traits observed under static
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hypoxic conditions were reduced under cycling, combined hypoxic and acidic conditions (Cross et
al., 2019). A similar study into the effects of diel-cycling vs. static exposure of low pH conditions
in juvenile coral reef anemonefish (Amphiprion melanopus) showed significant reduction in growth
under static exposure, but no effect on growth under diel cycling conditions (Jarrold and Munday,
2019). In contrast, data from Kwan et al. (2017) showed no significant effects of fluctuating or
static changes in pH conditions on temperate damselfish (juvenile blacksmith) behavior, measured
as individual light/dark preference, inter-individual distance in a shoal, or the shoal’s response to a
novel object. These data suggest that because some EBCS species already spend much of their lives
exposed to highly dynamic environments which accompany strong upwelling events and diurnal
cycling, they may develop tolerance resulting from acclimatization and/or adaptation over multiple
generations and may be better equipped to compensate for future environmental change (Larson et
al., 1994; Davidson et al., 2016). However, studies also indicate that limits to this plasticity may be
exceeded as climate change progresses, causing certain species to approach or surpass physiological
tolerance thresholds (Hauri et al., 2009; Cornwall et al., 2013; Mangan et al., 2017). Designing
experiments that investigate how different organisms respond to fluctuating environmental stressors
is imperative to understanding how these species will fare in current and future stressor conditions
of EBCS ecosystems.
The California Current Large Marine Ecosystem (CCLME) is an ideal study system for such
investigations because it is greatly influenced by seasonal upwelling dynamics (Hauri et al., 2009,
García-Reyes and Largier, 2012). Prominent among the diversity in these ecosystems is a variety
of ecologically and economically important groundfish species, with the most speciose group
belonging to the rockfish family (Sebastidae) (Love et al., 2002). Rockfish evolved through a
recent adaptive radiation (~8.3 million years ago) but vary widely in their life history
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characteristics, allowing them to occupy different niches from shallow nearshore habitats to deeper
waters in the oxygen minimum zone (Leaman 1991, Love et al., 2002, Hyde and Vetter, 2007).
While the highly variable characteristics of the CCLME are a driving force for this speciation,
future changes in ocean chemistry may pose a threat to species that are not adapted to low pH/DO
conditions or those that live near their physiological threshold. Specifically, upwelling events that
are projected to increase in strength and frequency (Bakun 1990; Diffenbaugh et al. 2003;
Grantham et al., 2004; Bograd et al. 2008; Chan et al., 2008; Morel et al. 2010; Gruber 2011;
Sydeman et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015), combined with direct influxes of anthropogenicallyderived carbon (Feely et al., 2008; Gruber et al., 2012) and other climate change factors, may
dramatically increase species’ susceptibility in this region (Hauri et al., 2009). It is possible that
some species, such as those that are deep-dwelling and therefore regularly exposed to levels of low
DO and high pCO2, may prove to be more tolerant of increases in these stressors than shallowdwelling species.
To fully investigate the conditions that groundfishes experience in the complex environments
of the EBCS, it is also important to consider studies that test the potential effects of multiple
stressors. Multiple stressors can have additive, antagonistic or synergistic effects on organismal
responses that differ greatly from those of a single stressor alone (Gunderson et al., 2016). Few
studies have tested the combined effects of hypoxia and OA (Gunderson et al., 2016), which are
relevant to upwelling driven acidification and hypoxia in the CCLME (Booth et al., 2012).
This thesis focuses on the comparative effects of future projected upwelling conditions due to
climate change (i.e., intensifying the effects of OA and hypoxia) on rockfish (genus Sebastes). The
study was designed to examine the effects of static versus fluctuating exposure to future upwelling
conditions on the behavior, physiology and gene expression on three rockfish congeners - gopher
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(Sebastes carnatus), copper (S. caurinus) and black (S. melanops) - that exhibit different early life
history characteristics. The focus of my thesis is on the comparative transcriptomics of gill tissue,
a component of this larger project. I also correlate change in gene expression with behavioral and
physiological responses in the same individual fish. Transcriptomics can be used to uncover genes
involved in physiological responses to hypoxia and OA, e.g., acid-base regulation, aerobic
metabolism, cellular stress response, immune defense and more (Gracey et al., 2001, Ton et al.,
2003, Mu et al., 2015, Esbaugh et al., 2012, Huth and Place 2016; Hamilton et al. 2017).
Physiological data from this experiment suggested detrimental shifts in behavior and
physiology as a response to combined OA and hypoxia stressors that differed in static versus
fluctuating treatments (Palmisciano et al. in prep). Juveniles sampled during the low pH and DO
stage of a fluctuating upwelling treatment showed similar impairments (declines in swimming
speed, oxygen consumption and aerobic scope) to those sampled from a static treatment held at the
same low pH and DO levels. However, juvenile copper and gopher rockfish sampled during the
ambient pH and normoxic stage (i.e., relaxation phase) of a fluctuating-relaxation treatment had
physiological and behavioral responses that resembled control fish, suggesting a possible full
recovery during relaxation treatment periods. These data are integral to the motivation of this study.
Although fish in the fluctuating-relaxation treatment showed the same phenotype as the control
fish, continued signs of stress may be present at the molecular level that may to contribute to greater
energetic requirements for coping with stress. Additionally, genes may be activated that enable
plastic responses of fishes to fluctuating conditions. Transcriptomic analysis may also reveal the
cellular mechanisms underpinning declines in swimming speed, oxygen consumption and the
capacity for aerobic activity.
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Thus, the primary goals of this thesis were to build on the Palmisciano et al. (in prep) study and
investigate the combined effects of high CO2 and low dissolved oxygen (in static vs. fluctuating
conditions simulating upwelling and relaxation cycles) on the comparative gene expression of
juvenile rockfish congeners and correlate these findings to phenotypic responses in the same fish. I
expected to see major changes in the expression of genes from fluctuating treatments in comparison
to the static-ambient treatment. These genes are likely to be involved in the cellular stress response,
oxidative stress, immune response and acid-base regulation, as these categories directly correlate
with the tissues and physiological functions that seem to be the most affected. However, the most
interesting transcriptomic analysis may lie in the transcriptomic profiles of fish sampled during
fluctuating relaxation or “recovery” periods. Though physiological responses (swimming speed and
metabolic rate) suggest a full recovery, I expected that transcriptomic analysis would reveal genes
from fluctuating-relaxation expression profiles that were differentially regulated in comparison to
those expressed in static-ambient fish. Likewise, if fish did not recover/return to basal gene
expression levels, I expected to find evidence suggesting that fluctuating-relaxation conditions
might be more energetically costly than physiological responses would imply, as has been observed
in previous studies (Huth and Place, 2016; Mangan et al., 2017). The data from Palmisciano et al.
(in prep) also suggest that copper and gopher rockfish will exhibit similar gene expression profiles
in response to the same treatments. To compare with these species, this study also investigated the
expression profiles of black rockfish in response to the same experimental treatments.
The three study species have differences in early life history characteristics (especially varied
larval duration in the pelagic environment, as well as the age and size at which they recruit to the
near-shore environment) that could cause differences in susceptibility to future upwelling
conditions, including varied exposure to acidic and hypoxic water. For example, gopher and copper
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rockfish spend more time developing in surface waters with higher O2 and lower CO2
concentrations (Love, 2011; Frieder et al., 2012; Hoshijima and Hofmann, 2019). In contrast, black
rockfish were chosen as a comparative species based on their tendency to spend more time
developing in deeper, offshore waters with much lower O2 and higher CO2 concentrations, as well
as their collection from a northern California bay that already experiences stronger upwelling events
(Love, 2011; Frieder et al., 2012; Hoshijima and Hofmann, 2019). These differences may cause
them to exhibit higher tolerance to OA and hypoxia, while gopher and copper rockfish might be
predicted to be more sensitive. Additionally, though gopher and copper rockfish both recruit to the
kelp canopy where the water is generally less acidic and hypoxic, copper rockfish recruitment
typically takes place during the height of upwelling season, whereas gopher rockfish recruit a month
or two later (when upwelling is winding down; Love et al., 2002; Love et al., 2011). Because of
these differences, I expected each species to exhibit unique gene expression responses to the same
conditions. However, I also expected gopher and copper rockfish to have more similar responses to
each other than to black rockfish, as well as all congeners to share a common core set of responsive
genes that suggest some components of the gene expression response are evolutionarily conserved.
Finally, I expected that the unique molecular mechanisms used by each species to cope with the
simulated changes might be illuminated through specific gene networks that are highly correlated
with physiological responses in the same fish.

METHODS
Fish Collections and Experimental Exposures
Juvenile rockfish collections and experimental exposures for the gopher and copper rockfish are
summarized from methods in Palmisciano et al. (in prep) and will be briefly summarized below.
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Fish collections and exposures for black rockfish are summarized from Flannery (2018).
Approximately 100 young-of-year (YOY) copper rockfish (Sebastes caurinus) and 100 YOY
gopher rockfish (Sebastes carnatus) were collected on SCUBA with hand nets in Stillwater Cove,
Carmel, CA. Similar numbers of YOY Black rockfish (Sebastes melanops) were collected from
coastal habitats in Trinidad Bay, CA using two SMURFS (Standard Monitoring Unit for the
Recruitment of Fishes; Ammann, 2004) deployed on moored buoys at 1m below the water surface.
SMURFS were retrieved by free-divers using BINCKE nets (Benthic Ichthyo-fauna Net for
Coral/Kelp Environments, Anderson & Carr, 1997). Additional black rockfish were also captured
directly with BINCKE nets by sweeping nets through kelp canopies adjacent to SMURF sites.
Copper/gopher rockfish were transported back to NOAA-NMFS in Santa Cruz, CA, while black
rockfish were transported to Humboldt State University Marine Lab in Trinidad, CA. After enough
individuals were collected, each fish was tagged subdermally with individually identifying color
combinations and body placements of fluorescent elastomer dye (Northwest Marine Technology,
Inc.) and subjected to five treatments simulating future projected upwelling conditions for a span
of 13 weeks.
The experimental setup for copper and gopher rockfish included 10 YOYs of both species in
each of ten different tanks (n=20 fish/tank), consisting of two replicate tanks designated for each of
five treatments (n=40 fish/treatment or 20 copper/treatment, 20 gopher/treatment). Treatments were
designed to mimic five different environments (Fig. 1) of varying pH, dissolved oxygen (DO) and
exposure time, and were structured as follows: (1) Static-Ambient – ~8.0 pH, ~8.0 mg/L DO; (2)
Static-Moderate – 7.5 pH, 4.0 mg/L DO; (3) Static-Extreme – 7.3 pH, 2.0 mg/L DO; (4)
Fluctuating-Relaxation – 8 days at ~8.0 pH, ~8.0 mg/L DO, 8 days at 7.3 pH, 2.0 mg/L DO and (5)
Fluctuating-Upwelling - 8 days at 7.3 pH, 2.0 mg/L DO, 8 days at ~8.0 pH, ~8.0 mg/L DO. The
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static-moderate treatment represents the average of the static-ambient and extreme treatment
conditions. pH levels were regulated by bubbling of CO2 gas and oxygen levels were regulated by
bubbling of N2 gas into large header tanks (500 L) that fed the juvenile rearing tanks (100 L) at a
flow rate of 0.5 L per min. Solenoid valves attached to the gas flow sources were used to regulate
gas flow based on feedback from pH (Sentix HWD) and oxygen (Loligo optical oxygen sensors)
probes in each header tank and the programs CapCtrl (Loligo Systems) or WitroxCtrl (Loligo
Systems). Fluctuating upwelling and relaxation treatments differed in their sampling times:
upwelling samples were collected, or behavioral/physiological tests were run on the 7th and 8th day
of the 7.3 pH, 2.0 mg/L DO conditions, while relaxation samples were collected, or
behavioral/physiological tests were run on the 7th and 8th day of the ~8.0 pH, ~8.0 mg/L DO
conditions. Treatment parameters and tank set up were the same for black rockfish, except for
separate rearing locations. Daily checks were performed with a Hach HQ40D Multiparameter meter
to monitor pH (corrected with regular Tris Buffer seawater standards), temperature, and DO in each
tank. Every two weeks, water samples were collected from each juvenile tank and analyzed for total
alkalinity (AT) using an alkalinity titrator (SI Analytics, TitroLine 7000) and pH using a pH
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, UV-1601), following standard protocols (Reibesell 2010). These
metrics were used to verify our pH measurements and calculate CO2 concentration (pCO2) using
the program CO2SYS (Lewis and Wallace 1998).
For the behavioral assessment, individual fish were subjected to an escape challenge, brain
lateralization, and ventilation rate tests (Palmisciano et al., in prep). The escape challenge and brain
lateralization tests investigated exploratory behavior, boldness and perception, anxiety and learning
capacity, behavior that is potentially beneficial in schooling, escape response, and multitasking
(Domenici et al., 2012). The ventilation rate test measured the number of breaths taken by
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individual fish to investigate the efficiency of oxygen uptake following each treatment. For the
physiological assessments, individual fish were tested for critical swimming speed, standard
metabolic rate, maximum metabolic rate, and pCrit (i.e., a measure of hypoxia tolerance) using a
swim flume and respirometry chambers (Palmisciano et al., in prep). Aerobic scope was calculated
as the difference between the maximum metabolic rate (MMR) and the standard metabolic rate
(SMR):
Aerobic Scope = MMR – SMR
SMR is defined as the rate of oxygen consumption an animal exhibits at a specific temperature,
during a period of their lowest activity, while MMR is a measurement of the largest rate of
oxygen consumption the animal can achieve under certain environmental conditions (Fry 1971).
Following the conclusion of the 13-week trial period and all behavioral or physiological
assessments, final lengths and weights were recorded for each fish prior to euthanasia. Then, white
muscle, gill, liver and brain tissue from each specimen were harvested and immediately frozen at 80°C to preserve them for subsequent molecular analysis. Blood, gill tissue, and otoliths were also
taken from each specimen and preserved for future analysis of hematocrit, histology, and aging
respectively.

Total RNA Extractions and cDNA Library Preparation
Total RNA was extracted from gill tissue for n=20 copper, gopher, and black rockfish per species
(n = 4 replicates/treatment). RNA was also extracted from liver, brain and muscle tissue for the
same set of 20 copper rockfish individuals to be processed for a multi-tissue comparison for another
study. Approximately 15 mg of gill tissue was used for total RNA extractions using the Qiagen
RNeasy Plus Universal Mini Kit (Qiagen, Cat No. 73404) following Tissuelyser homogenization
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(Qiagen). Due to limited tissue samples and difficulty extracting quality RNA, extractions were
repeated on four copper rockfish gill tissue samples (CG598 – ambient_rep2, CG690 –
relaxation_rep1, CG663 – upwelling_rep1 and CG679 – upwelling_rep2) using the Qiagen RNeasy
Plus Micro Kit (Qiagen, Cat No. 74034). Total RNA yields and quality were assessed using a Qubit
fluorometer (Life Technologies), 1% agarose gel electrophoresis, and a Fragment Analyzer. Only
samples with a Fragment Analyzer RNA Quality Number (RQN) of greater than or equal to 7 were
used for cDNA library preparation.
The cDNA libraries of 112 RNA samples were prepared by Novogene following the
manufacturer’s protocol for use with NEBNext Poly(A) mRNA Magnetic Isolation Module (NEB
#E7490, NEBNext Ultra II RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina). In addition, four paired libraries
from each of the black and gopher rockfish (eight samples total) experiments were prepared using
the NEBNext Ultra II Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (NEB #E7765) to build de
novo transcriptome assemblies for these species (a copper rockfish de novo assembly has already
been assembled; Hamilton et al., 2017). One microgram of total RNA was used for cDNA library
preparation. Briefly, mRNA was isolated, fragmented, and converted into double stranded cDNA.
Adaptors and barcodes were ligated to identify unique samples and each library was amplified using
PCR. Final library yields were assessed using fluorometry (Qubit, Life Technologies) and a
bioanalyzer (Agilent DNA 1000 Chip). Samples were then multiplexed onto an Illumina NovoSeq
double-end 150bp lane to produce an average of 6Gbp per sample for 112 samples and 30Gbp for
the eight samples (BG36 – ambient_rep1, BG75 – extreme_rep1, BG49 – relaxation_rep1, BG21upwelling_rep1 from black rockfish; GG583 – ambient-rep1, GG620 – extreme_rep1, GG795 –
relaxation_rep1, GG804 – upwelling_rep1 from gopher rockfish) being used for de novo library
assembly.
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De Novo Transcriptome Assembly, Quality Assessment and Annotations
De novo transcriptome assemblies were built for each species, using a total of 8 PE libraries
from the in-depth sequencing (~30Gbp) representing static-ambient, static-extreme, fluctuatingupwelling and fluctuating-relaxation treatments for black and gopher gill data sets, and a total of 8
paired end libraries from the standard sequencing (~6Gbp) representing the same treatments for
copper gill data (CG586 – ambient_rep1, CG614 – extreme_rep1, CG690 – relaxation_rep1,
CG663 – upwelling_rep1; Trinity v2.4.0; Haas et al. 2013). The copper rockfish samples used for
de novo assembly were sequenced to less depth than those from black and gopher data sets because
we originally intended to use an existing copper transcriptome assembly as reference, and thus did
not expect to build an additional de novo assembly. However, the copper gill samples returned low
mapping rates when mapped to the existing copper assembly (average mapping rate < 80%), likely
due to differences in tissue type used to create the reference (muscle vs. gill). Therefore, a new
copper de novo assembly was created using the samples sequenced to standard depth (samples used
are indicated by asterisk * in Table S1C).
Trinity was run using the strand specific library parameter FR for optimal assembly quality and
default

Trimmomatic

quality

trimming

parameters

(phred33,

SLIDINGWINDOW:4:5,

LEADING:5, TRAILING:5, MINLEN:25). Assembly quality was evaluated using two programs:
Trinity.Stats.pl

from Trinity, to enumerate contigs and determine Nx statistics, and the

Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Ortholog (BUSCO) program to confirm the existence of
conserved orthologs against the Actinopterygii (ray-finned fishes) database and produce an
assessment of “completeness” (Simão et al. 2015).
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Each full de novo transcriptome assembly was annotated via homology against
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot and the NCBI non-redundant (nr) Actinopterygii protein databases using
DIAMOND (DIAMOND v0.9.24; Buchfink et al. 2015). UniProt/SwissProt contains high quality,
extensive information about sequences from literature and curator-evaluated computational
analysis. nr serves as a protein database for BLAST searches and is compiled from all nonredundant GenBank CDS translations, PDB, Swiss-Prot, PIR, and PRF submitted sequences
excluding environmental samples from Whole Genome Sequencing projects.

Mapping, Counting and Differential Expression Analysis
Raw data sequences were processed to remove adaptor and poor-quality sequences using
Trimmomatic (phred33, SLIDINGWINDOW:4:5, LEADING:5, TRAILING:5, MINLEN:25; Haas
et al., 2013). Each 150bp read was mapped to a de novo assembly of their corresponding species,
individually created from black, copper and gopher rockfish gill tissue respectively, using Bowtie2
(default parameters; Langmead, 2010). Average mapping rates across all samples aligned to their
corresponding species’ assembly were recorded and used to compare further mapping ranges (Table
S1). Each read was then mapped to the other two de novo assemblies (of opposing species) and the
average mapping rates across all samples were compared (Fig. S1; Table S1). To identify shared
orthologs across all three species, the de novo assembly with the highest average mapping rates
across all reads and species (and the highest returned Trinity statistics and BUSCO quality scores;
Table S2 & S3) was chosen and henceforth used as transcriptomic reference (more information in
results section 5.2). Differential gene expression analysis was performed using the program edgeR
(edgeR v3.32.0; Robinson et al., 2010) using the Trinity “genes” counts matrix from the RSEM
transcript quantification program as input (Li and Dewey 2011). During the assembly process, the
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Trinity assembler groups transcripts into clusters based on shared sequence content. These
transcript clusters are loosely referred to as “genes”. EdgeR is a commonly used statistical program
designed to analyze replicated count-based expression data, using a negative binomial distribution
to model gene counts and detect difference in expression between two or more groups (Robinson
and Smyth, 2007, 2008). Likewise, the program’s design allows for robust analysis of small sample
sizes (Cole et al., 2016). In our edgeR analysis, expression change was normalized to the mean
expression across all samples, where counts greater than the mean represented upregulation, and
counts fewer than the mean represented downregulation.
For differential expression analysis, pairwise tests were conducted for a priori comparisons
of interest, including: (1) fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient, (2) fluctuating-upwelling vs.
static-ambient, (3) fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-extreme, and (4) fluctuating-upwelling vs.
fluctuating-relaxation. Pairwise tests were conducted for each species using an adjusted p-value or
false discovery rate (FDR) that accounts for multiple comparisons of 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, as well
as cut-off values of one and two-fold change to determine the most stringent statistical parameters
applicable across all data sets (Table S4). Data analyzed with an FDR significance of 0.01 and twofold expression change cutoff (C = 1) were chosen for the comparative analysis as presented here,
because they represented the highest statistical stringency with differential gene expression (DGE)
abundances having a minimum average in the hundreds across all pairwise comparisons. Only
unique contigs were retained in this analysis and constitute the “genes” described in the results here.
Broad comparisons of total DGE numbers reflect full gene lists (those with and without known
annotations), while gene ontology, gene enrichment and specific gene informational data reflect
annotated gene lists only (those with unique Uniprot identifiers). Finally, additional pairwise
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comparisons were conducted for each species data set using a generalized linear model approach
(GLM) in edgeR, to further validate pairwise DGE data trends(Table S5).
Heatmaps were constructed to visualize pairwise comparison gene lists using ggplot in R, with
differential expression matrices hierarchically clustered (using the hclust() function) and reordered
according to clustering to help illuminate expression trends across samples. Finally, Uniprot IDs
for differentially expressed (DE) genes from these comparisons were entered into the Panther v9.0
(Protein Analysis Through Evolutionary Relationships) Classification System online database (Mi
et al., 2013) and ShinyGO (Ge et al., 2020) to determine the gene ontology categories (specifically
involved in biological processes) that were significantly enriched (determined through Fisher’s
exact test; p = 0.05) for each list of genes. Each enrichment analysis was performed using the “best
matching species” parameter for reference comparison on ShinyGO and represent the GO
categories and associated genes that are significantly overrepresented in the data, in comparison to
“normal” occurrences (or the occurrences of genes/GO category representation we would expect to
find in non-stressed organisms under normal functioning conditions). All enrichment categories
and genes reported here represent “top” results, or those with the lowest FDR significance.

Gene Co-Expression Network Construction and Functional Enrichment
To quantitatively determine significant relationships between the gene expression data, gene
networks, and the physiological and behavioral traits measured in Palmisciano et al. (in prep), I
performed a Weighted Gene Correlation Network Analysis (WGCNA). This analysis provides an
unbiased approach (i.e., separate from DGE significance) to identify clusters of highly connected
genes and expression (modules) that are significantly related to external traits (Langfelder &
Horvath, 2008; Zhang and Horvath, 2005). For my analysis, gene co-expression networks were
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constructed using the R package WGCNA 1.69 and following tutorials for undirected WGCNA on
RNAseq data (Zhang and Horvath, 2005; Langfelder & Horvath, 2008). Prior to WGCNA analysis,
normalized “gene” counts files (TMM-normalized count matrices from RSEM) for expression data
from black, copper and gopher rockfish datasets were filtered using the Trinity program
filter_low_expr_transcripts.pl, set to retain only the transcripts that met a minimum expression
level of 9 across any sample (the minimum filtering threshold required to meet computational
memory requirements on our server). Filtered normalized counts files were used instead of gene
lists produced from the DGE analysis to maintain an unbiased gene co-expression network analysis.
Each data set (e.g., black, copper and gopher rockfish) were analyzed for co-expressed module
detection using default settings in individual runs (per species), adhering to the following steps: (1)
Initial computation of Pearson correlations for all gene pairs across all samples were used to
construct a similarity matrix of gene expression, recording the sign of the expression change; (2)
expression correlations were converted into connectivities (connection strengths), via a power
adjacency function using a soft thresholding power of 11, 12, and 15 for the black, copper and
gopher datasets respectively (Fig. S2a, S3a & S4a). The soft-thresholding power represents the
value used to power the correlation of the genes to that threshold, effectively reducing noise in the
correlations of the adjacency function. The soft thresholding value is chosen using the scale-free
topology index (Fig. S2a, S3a & S4a); (3) hierarchical clustering of genes based on topological
overlap (neighborhood network sharing) was conducted to identify gene groups with covaried
expression across samples (network modules), including only those modules that contained at least
30 genes and met a 60% similarity merging threshold (module eigengenes correlation of R>0.6;
Fig. S2b, S3b & S4b). These thresholds were chosen based on default parameters from the WGCNA
tutorial to include “large” modules (Zhang and Horvath, 2005; Langfelder & Horvath, 2008), and
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by choosing the highest merging parameter that would produce 25 or less co-expression modules;
and (4) numerical data for external traits from the copper and gopher rockfish datasets (black
rockfish measurable trait data were unavailable) were directly correlated to module expression.
External trait data for aerobic scope, critical swimming speed and average ventilation rate for
copper and gopher rockfish were collected, analyzed, and provided by Palmisciano et al. (in prep)
for use in this WGCNA analysis.
Due to low sample sizes limiting the power of the WGCNA analysis, I only report here on
module correlations that had potentially biologically meaningful patterns. These patterns were
defined as modules with significant correlations (those with a Pearson’s R correlation significance
of p < 0.05) that are driven by similar gene expression in at least two samples within a treatment.
Where possible, I also focused on modules that showed significant correlations with at least two
physiological traits (e.g., ventilation rate and aerobic scope). Modules with significant correlations
driven by expression patterns from a single individual are not reported.
Finally, to help identify the functional relationship of genes within each module of interest,
significantly enriched functional groups (overrepresentation determined through Fisher’s exact test;
p < 0.05) with the lowest FDR value were compared from each species’ data set using the same
methods used for the DGE enrichment analysis. Expression values were also compared for each
module gene list across all samples using heatmap plots and hierarchical dendrograms, constructed
using similar clustering methods as in the DGE analysis heatmap construction, but utilizing the
heatmap.2 program in R to add dendrograms. The prominent expression trends of each species’
significant module gene lists were compared with those of the other two species (to test if the
species-specific trends observed in the DGE analysis could also be evidenced in the WGCNA).
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RESULTS
Fish Collections and Experimental Exposures
Total fish mortality for the copper and gopher rockfish included 18 juveniles (five copper
rockfish, one gopher rockfish and 12 juveniles with unverified species). All fish were examined for
parasites and/or other obvious health issues during experimental trials and dissections. After all
dissections, a total of n=4 fish were randomly selected out of 20 per treatment, for each species data
set to be included in the RNAseq analysis. Any fish with noted health issues at the time of dissection
were excluded from the n=4. All collections and exposure results for copper and gopher rockfish
are summarized from Palmisciano et al. (in prep). Similar selections were made for black rockfish
samples that were included in the RNAseq analysis, with a total of n=4 fish randomly selected out
of 7-16 per treatment (C. Flannery, Humboldt State University, personal communication).

Library Preparation, Sequencing, and De Novo Assembly
High-quality total RNA was extracted from 20 black, 19 copper and 20 gopher rockfish gill
tissue samples, producing high-yield cDNA libraries for 20 out of 20, 18 out of 19, and 19 out of
20 for black, copper and gopher rockfish samples respectively. One sample (CG603) from the
copper data set did not produce high quality RNA needed for library preparation. Likewise, an
additional copper sample (CG684), as well as one sample from the gopher data set (GG593) did not
pass QC standards for sequencing following library construction.
Data for quality and completeness of each de novo reference transcriptome are summarized
in Tables S2 & S3. The average number of reads per sample after QC were over 20 million for each
dataset, with 25,376,492.75 for black rockfish, 27,586,314.3 for gopher rockfish and 24,535,693.5
for copper rockfish. Initially, all samples were mapped to each species respective de novo reference
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transcriptome and the average mapping rates compared (Fig. S1; Table S1). The assembly created
from copper (S. caurinus) gill tissue exhibited the highest mapping rates across all species, with
averages of 85%, 92% and 93% for black, gopher and copper samples respectively. Given that
copper and gopher rockfishes are more closely related in comparison to black rockfish, the lower
mapping rate of black rockfish was to be expected. Compared to the mapping rates of each species
to its corresponding species transcriptome, these rates were very similar: 94% for black mapped to
black, 92% for copper mapped to copper and 93% for gopher mapped to gopher (Fig. S1; Table
S1). Therefore, I chose to use the copper rockfish transcriptome assembly to facilitate a three-way
comparison among species using the same orthologs.
The copper reference assembly yielded 420,348 contigs (“genes”) and 717,245 total
transcripts (“isoforms”). The contig N50 value was 1,888 bp, with a median contig length of 425 bp
and an average contig length of 936.29 (Table S2). This assembly was also determined to have the
highest BUSCO completeness of 90.8% in comparison to Actinopterygii (ray-finned-fishes)
BUSCOs (10.6% single-copy orthologs; 80.2% duplicated orthologs; Table S3). Our overall
assembly size is many times greater than an expected fish genome (~30K), as is typical of most de
novo assemblies. Assembled contig sets often contain multiple copies of complete or partial
transcripts, or chimeras (e.g., misassembled short reads) (Haas et al. 2013). To partially address this
issue, we focus more on unique annotated gene lists rather than absolute numbers of unannotated
plus annotated genes generated in subsequent analyses. All expression results included hereafter
were mapped to the copper rockfish assembly as reference. This assembly retained a 17% (70,273
out of 420,348 “genes”) annotation rate to the Swiss-Prot database, and unique genes were obtained
from this list.
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Overall Differential Expression Analysis
Prior to differential gene expression analysis, we identified and removed several samples that
demonstrated batch effects due to either a different library preparation procedure or use of a
different RNA extraction kit. For black and gopher data sets, the first replicate (n = 1 of 4) for
treatment groups static-ambient, static-extreme, fluctuating-upwelling and fluctuating-relaxation
(BG36, BG75, BG21, and BG49 for black gill samples; GG583, GG620, GG795, and GG804 for
gopher gill samples) were removed (evidenced as distinct clustering in Figs. S5 & S6 respectively).
Library preparation and sequencing steps for these samples took place at a different Novogene
facility as they were sequenced in greater depth to facilitate species-specific de novo assemblies
(30Gbp vs. 6Gbp). I initially attempted to correct this bias by first subsampling each of these
replicates, based on the average read length across other replicates within the same treatment.
However, distinct clustering of these “truncated” samples persisted, and thus they were ultimately
removed. In addition, four unrelated samples from the copper data set (CG598 – control_rep2,
CG690 – relaxation_rep1, CG663 – upwelling_rep1 and CG679 – upwelling_rep2) were also
removed. A different RNA extraction kit (Qiagen RNeasy Plus Micro Kit, Cat. #74034) had been
used for these four samples and expression data showed distinct clustering (Fig. S7; see
Supplemental Results section for more detailed information about data biases and justification for
removal). After removing these outliers, no abnormal clustering persisted (Figs. S8-S10) and data
sample sizes used in analysis were n = 16/20 for black, n = 15/20 for gopher and n = 15/20 for
copper rockfish.
Pairwise comparisons were then conducted in edgeR for each species data set with an adjusted
p-value (FDR) of 0.01 and a minimum of a 2-fold change cut-off value are reported here (Table
S4). Finally, additional comparisons were conducted using a generalized linear model approach
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(GLM) in edgeR, to further validate pairwise DGE results (Fig. S11; Table S5). All GLM
comparisons were conducted with statistical stringency meeting an FDR of 0.05 and no log foldchange cutoff value.

Comparison of Expression Among Species
To assess overall DGE responses among species, I constructed a non-metric multidimensional
scaling (nMDS) plot and heatmaps comparing gene expression patterns across all samples for each
species individually. These data show very distinct overall DGE responses between congeners (Fig.
S11), with the most interesting trends showing separate clustering of most of the fluctuating samples
from static samples in both black (Fig. S8) and copper rockfish (Fig. S10), but not gopher rockfish
(Fig. S9). I then created gene lists for each pairwise treatment comparison, as well as a speciesspecific combined gene list that included DE genes from all pairwise treatment comparisons to
identify: a) shared and b) unique (species-specific) DE genes. The majority of genes in each crossspecies comparison were unique (Fig. 2), demonstrating strong species-specific responses to each
simulated climate change treatment. Black rockfish exhibited the highest total number of
differentially expressed genes (2,578), followed by Copper rockfish (2,401), and then Gopher
rockfish (663) with less than a third of the total DE genes identified in the other species (Fig. 2A).
Among all DE genes, only five were conserved (shared) among all species and all pairwise
comparisons. Of these, three genes were identifiable via BLAST and/or UniProtKB databases and
two are known to be involved in the hypoxia response: a hemoglobin subunit (HBA; P23016),
Parvalbumin-3 (P43305), and barrier-to-autointegration factor (banf1; Q6P026). Hemoglobin
carries oxygen in the blood and parvalbumin plays a role in muscle contraction and is involved in
the hypoxia response in zebrafish (Ton et al. 2003). Additionally, fewer than 22% of genes
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expressed across all treatments (exhibited by the 117 genes shared between black and gopher
rockfish, out of 516 total unique genes expressed by gopher rockfish; Fig. 2A) and 18% of genes
expressed between any pairwise comparison (exhibited by the 14 genes shared between black and
gopher rockfish under the fluctuating upwelling vs. static extreme treatments, out of 79 total unique
genes expressed by gopher rockfish; Fig. 2D) were shared among any of the two species.
Next, I compared treatment-specific pairwise gene lists related to differences in expression
between fish exposed to static vs. fluctuating and fluctuating vs. fluctuating conditions to further
compare specific responses of each species: (1) fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-ambient, (2)
fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient, (3) fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-extreme, and (4)
fluctuating-upwelling vs. fluctuating-relaxation. Similar to the heatmaps comparing all treatments
(Figs. S8 & S10), pairwise comparisons for black and copper rockfish show strong trends of distinct
responses to static vs. fluctuating treatments that were not observed in gopher rockfish. Copper and
gopher rockfishes exhibited their largest DE response within the fluctuating-upwelling vs. staticambient comparison, with 1500 and 210 DE genes, respectively (Tables 1A & 1B; Figs. 3B & 4B).
Of these genes, only six (cytochrome P450 1B1; Hemicentin-1; tetraspanin 36; protein MLP1
homolog; H-2 class I histocompatibility antigen, Q9 alpha chain-like; cAMP responsive element
modulator a) were shared between the two species, with an additional single gene (no known
annotation) shared across all three species (Table 2; Fig. 2C). In copper rockfish, 62% of DE genes
from the fluctuating-upwelling treatment (924/1500) were downregulated in comparison to staticambient (Fig. 3B), with a majority of the annotated downregulated genes belonging to the biological
categories of cellular process (GO:0009987), metabolic process (GO:0008152), and biological
regulation (GO:0065007; Fig. 5). Additionally, 22% of annotated, downregulated genes (59/269)
appear to be related to the cellular stress response (CSR), highlighted by the yellow pie wedge in
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Fig. 5. Closer analysis of downregulated genes showed the most significant enrichment (or the
lowest FDR value) in those functionally related to nervous system development (n = 33; FDR =
5.09 x 10-07, GO:0007399; Table 3). Likewise, GO enrichment analysis of the upregulated list
showed overrepresentation of genes functionally related to post-embryonic development (n = 5;
FDR = 0.0009; GO:0009791; Table 3).
Though gopher rockfish also exhibited their largest DGE response in the fluctuatingupwelling treatment compared with static-ambient, their response was opposite of copper rockfish,
with a majority of genes upregulated (58% of DE genes) in the fluctuating-upwelling treatment
(122/210; Fig. 4B). A majority of these genes belonged to four biological process categories:
cellular process (GO:0009987), metabolic process (GO:0008152), biological regulation
(GO:0065007), and response to stimulus (the latter making up 28.6% of annotated, upregulated
genes and indicated by the yellow pie wedge GO:0050896; Fig. 6). Closer analysis of the
upregulated DE genes determined no significant enrichment in genes in any biological process
category (Table 4). However, GO enrichment analysis of the downregulated genes showed
overrepresentation of cellular metabolic process (though it is worth noting that the enrichment only
consisted of two genes; GO:0017144, drug metabolic process; Table 4). All pairwise comparisons
for gopher rockfishes showed distinct differences between treatment profiles in terms of expression
change, however the total number of DE genes for each comparison was considerably lower than
the other two species (Fig. 4A-D).
The greatest DGE response exhibited by black rockfish was in the fluctuation-relaxation vs.
static-ambient profile comparison, with 1134 total DE genes (Table 1C; Fig. 7A). Black rockfish
shared only 12 (8/12 have known annotations: PKFM -Q0IIG5; Hyaluronan-binding protein 2 –
Q14520; hemoglobin subunit alpha – P23016 ; Desmin – P23239; Phospholipase A and
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acyltransferase 3 – P53817; Small subunit ribosomal RNA gene, partial sequence; 18s ribosomal
RNA gene; Apolipoprotein C-II – E9QEQ1) and three (2/3 with known annotations: Myosin-13 –
Q9UKX3; Fish-egg lectin-like protein – P68512) DE genes with copper and gopher rockfishes,
respectively, for the same treatment comparisons (Fig. 2B; Table 2). In comparison to the staticambient treatment, black rockfish upregulated 80% of DE genes (902/1134) in the fluctuatingrelaxation treatment (Fig. 7A). Among the upregulated genes were several typically involved in the
cellular stress response, including multiple constitutively expressed heat shock proteins (including
HSP 90-alpha, and HSP beta-7, 8 and 11 of the small heat shock protein HSP20 family) with 10.9%
of the total annotated upregulated genes (32/293) belonging to the “response to stimulus” biological
process GO category (indicated by the yellow pie wedge in Fig. 8). Additionally, analysis of the
upregulated DE genes reveals significant enrichment (n = 13; FDR = 9.8 x 10-16) of genes
functionally related to the biological process category of muscle cell development (GO:0030239,
myofibril assembly; Table 5). Of the 232 genes from the relaxation treatment that were
downregulated, 7.2% belonged to biological categories not observed among upregulated genes:
interspecies interaction between organisms (GO:0044419), multi-organism process (GO:0032501),
reproduction (GO:0000003) and reproductive process (GO:0022414). Likewise, GO enrichment
analysis showed the greatest overrepresentation of genes (n = 3; FDR = 0.005) related to
glycoprotein biosynthesis, (GO:0016266, O-glycan processing; Table 5).
Finally, GLM comparisons show relatively few numbers of differentially expressed genes for
the copper and gopher rockfish data sets, with the largest difference in the fluctuating-upwelling
vs. static-ambient comparison for copper rockfish (n = 25 genes; Table S5A, FDR = 0.05), and
static-moderate vs. static-ambient for gopher rockfish (n =14 genes, though the fluctuatingupwelling vs. static-ambient comparison is second largest at n = 13 genes; Table S5B). For both of
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these species datasets, one or more treatment comparisons of interest yielded no differentially
expressed genes under the GLM analysis: these included fluctuating-relaxation vs. static ambient
and fluctuating-relaxation vs. fluctuating-upwelling for copper rockfish (Table S5A), and
fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-extreme for gopher rockfish (Table S5B). However, black rockfish
exhibited DGE responses for each pairwise treatment comparison of interest, with the largest
response in the fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient comparison (n = 2386 genes; Table S5C).
Though the GLM edgeR analysis yielded much lower overall numbers of DGE for each species’
pairwise treatment comparisons, the data appear to show some of the same trends of relative
differences both within and between species as observed in the classic edgeR analysis (presented
above). For example, copper and gopher rockfish GLM data show some of the largest numbers of
DE genes in the fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-ambient comparisons (Table S5A & B), while black
rockfish in contrast show their largest DE gene response in the fluctuating-relaxation vs. staticambient treatment comparison (Table S5C). Likewise, black rockfish also appear to have the largest
DGE response of the three congeners, show relatively more DE genes overall across all treatment
comparisons than either the copper or gopher rockfish.

Individual Species’ Responses to Fluctuating vs. Static Treatments
To specifically investigate how gene expression differed in fish sampled at the same pH/DO
levels but following prior exposure to either static vs. fluctuating conditions, I examined the
following gene lists: (1) fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-extreme (both sampled at pH=7.3/DO=2),
(2) fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient (both sampled at pH=8/DO=8), (3) upwelling vs.
fluctuating-relaxation (both fluctuating, but sampled at different pH/DO levels). In this section, I
delve deeper into individual species responses (beyond the broad comparisons presented in the
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previous section), to determine how the exposure history of both ambient and stressful conditions
(eg., static vs. fluctuating) affects juvenile rockfishes. More specifically, the data presented here
also aim to investigate if any or all of the three species show evidence of molecular recovery during
relaxation periods (as was observed in the physiological data). Data from both the black (Figs. S8)
and copper (Figs. S10) data sets demonstrate distinct differences between static and fluctuating
treatments, showing larger numbers of DE genes between fluctuating vs. static treatment
comparisons than between fluctuating vs. fluctuating treatment comparisons (Table 1A & 1C
respectively). In contrast, data from gopher rockfish did not support this trend, instead showing
larger numbers of DE genes in fluctuating vs. fluctuating treatment comparisons than static vs.
fluctuating comparisons (with one exception being the fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-ambient
comparison; Table 1B; Figs. S9).
Additionally, I examined the gene lists of fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient (both
sampled at pH=8/DO=8) among all species to investigate if fish sampled during the fluctuatingrelaxation treatment displayed gene expression levels that mirror the recovery observed during
physiological trials (GO enrichment for these lists are summarized in Tables 3-5). Data from each
species comparison demonstrates stark contrasts between fluctuating-relaxation and static-ambient
profiles, with most of the DE genes from the fluctuating-relaxation profiles being upregulated
compared to fish held in static-ambient treatments for each species (Figs. 3A, 4A & 7A). Black
rockfish saw the largest upregulation of DE genes (80%; Fig. 7A), followed by copper rockfish
(68%; Fig. 3A), and then gopher rockfish (57%; Fig. 4A).
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Black Rockfish
In comparison to the static-extreme treatment (where pH and DO parameters matched that of
the period during which fluctuating-upwelling fish were sampled), black rockfish from the
fluctuating-upwelling treatment exhibited many DE genes (1070 total; Table 1C; Fig. 7C),
demonstrating distinct differences following exposure to static versus fluctuating conditions. Of
these DE genes, 68% were upregulated (731/1070) within the fluctuating-upwelling treatment (Fig.
7C) with significant overrepresentation of 24 genes that are functionally related to the biological
process category of muscle structure development (GO:0061061; FDR = 1.7 x 10-12; Table 5). In
contrast, when compared to the fluctuating-relaxation treatment, black rockfish from the
fluctuating-upwelling treatment exhibited a much smaller DE response, regulating only 37 DE
genes (Table 1C; Fig. 7D). In other words, despite having been sampled at different pH/DO levels,
exposure to fluctuating conditions resulted in more similar DE profiles in this species. Of these,
62% were upregulated (23/37) from the fluctuating-upwelling treatment in comparison to the
fluctuating-relaxation treatment. No significant functional enrichment was determined for this
comparison as there were too few annotated genes to conduct the analysis.
In comparison to the static-ambient treatment, black rockfish exhibited the largest DE
response within the fluctuating-relaxation treatment (across species for this treatment comparison,
as well as across all treatments for black rockfish), upregulating 80% of DE genes (902/1134) in
the fluctuating-relaxation treatment (Table 1C; Fig. 7A). GO enrichment analysis revealed that of
the upregulated genes, there was significant overrepresentation of 13 genes functionally related to
the biological process category of muscle structure development (GO:0030239, myofibril
assembly; FDR = 9.8 x 10-16; Table 5). We also found evidence of individual variation among
fluctuating-relaxation fish. The DGE profile of fluctuating-relaxation replicate #2 (R2; Fig. 7A)
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more closely matched and clustered with that of the static-ambient fish, with most of its genes being
downregulated in contrast with its fluctuating-relaxation counterparts.

Copper Rockfish
Copper rockfish also showed distinct differences in fish exposed to fluctuating versus static
conditions. In comparison to the static-extreme treatment, copper rockfish from the fluctuatingupwelling treatment exhibited 1117 DE genes (the largest abundance of DE genes for this treatment
comparison across all 3 species; Table 1A; Fig. 3C), with almost equal numbers of upregulated vs.
downregulated genes (561 upregulated, 556 downregulated). GO enrichment analysis found no
significant overrepresentation in the upregulated gene list, but did find significant enrichment of 13
downregulated genes functionally related to the biological process category of signaling
(GO:0098916, anterograde trans-synaptic signaling; FDR = 3.5 x 10-05; Table 3). Similar to black
rockfish, copper rockfish from the two fluctuating treatments exhibited few DGE differences, with
only 23 total DE genes (Fig. 3D). This response suggests that fluctuating conditions lead to similar
gene expression profiles in copper rockfish.
Copper rockfish also exhibited the second largest DGE response to the fluctuating-relaxation
treatment in comparison to static-ambient, further demonstrating exposure history plays a large role
in gene expression responses to the same DO/pH levels. Of the 306 total DE genes, 68% (208/306)
were upregulated in the fluctuating-relaxation treatment (Fig. 3A). Enrichment analysis of the
upregulated genes showed significant overrepresentation of eight genes that are functionally related
to the biological process category of cellular processes (GO:0006163, purine nucleotide metabolic
process; FDR = 8.7 x 10-09; Table 3).
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Gopher Rockfish
Gopher rockfish also displayed distinct differences in their DGE response to static vs.
fluctuating treatments (Table 1B). However, their DE gene abundances were much lower than those
of the black or copper rockfishes. In comparison to the static-extreme treatment, gopher rockfish
from the fluctuating-upwelling treatment exhibited just 94 DE genes total (Table 1B; Fig. 4C). Of
these genes, 56% (53/94) were upregulated in the fluctuating-upwelling treatment (enrichment
analysis was unavailable due to too few annotated genes). In contrast to the other species, gopher
rockfish in the two fluctuating treatments showed a relatively larger DGE response, with 166 DE
genes total (Table 1B; Fig. 4D). These data indicate gene expression profiles that are more
dissimilar between gopher rockfish from the two fluctuating treatments than those from the static
vs. fluctuating treatment. Likewise, a larger majority of these genes – 64% (107/166) were
upregulated in the fluctuating-upwelling treatment, with significant overrepresentation of three
genes functionally related to the biological process category of biological regulation (GO:0006942,
regulation of striated muscle contraction; FDR = 4.8 x 10-04; Table 4).
Finally, gopher rockfish exhibited the smallest DGE response (across all treatment
comparisons and among species) to the fluctuating-relaxation treatment in comparison to staticambient. Though the differences between the molecular responses of gopher static-ambient and
fluctuating-relaxation fish are less than other species, they remain distinct (Table 1B; Fig. 4A). Of
the 93 total DE genes, 57% (53/93) were upregulated in the fluctuating-relaxation treatment (Fig.
4A). However, this list contained too few genes to conduct an enrichment analysis.
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Gene Co-Expression and Correlation to Phenotypic Traits
To identify networks of co-expressed genes and investigate how these networks/expression
responses of each species statistically correlated to physiological traits measured in the same fish,
I performed a weighted gene network correlation analysis (WGCNA) for each species. Of the three
data sets, gopher rockfish have the largest number of significant correlations across the most trait
categories (Fig. 9). In comparison, black rockfish and copper rockfish WGCNA data reveal fewer,
but distinct significant module correlations (Figs. 10 & 11, respectively). In this section, I only
report on the module correlations that had potentially biologically meaningful patterns (defined in
methods above), and if possible, those with significant correlations in at least two trait categories.
Together, these data reiterate the stark differences between these three congeners and their
respective molecular responses to projected upwelling conditions, while helping to illuminate some
of the major gene networks that are correlated with the observed physiological responses.

Black Rockfish
For the WGCNA analysis on the black rockfish data set, filtered normalized count data
representing 21,583 genes (separate from the DGE dataset) exhibited changes in expression as a
function of the categorical treatments of static-extreme, fluctuating-relaxation, fluctuatingupwelling

and

a

“fluctuating”

category

(relaxation

and

upwelling

combined).

No

measurable/phenotypic trait data were available for black rockfish, but trait data are included in the
WGCNA for the other species. In this dataset, 18,621 genes were assigned to 15 co-expression
modules (B1 – B15; Fig. 10). Further analysis revealed that 8/15 modules showed significant
connections to one or multiple treaments (p ≤ 0.05).
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Two of these modules, B9 (n = 2,205) and B4 (n = 6,178), showed distinct gene expression
patterns between static and fluctuating treatments that mirror those observed in the DGE analysis.
Module B9 exhibited a significant positive correlation (or up-regulation of genes) with the staticextreme treatment (Figs. 10 & S12A), compared with strong negative correlation (or downregulation of genes) in three fluctuating samples. General expression patterns across the other
samples show trends of down-regulation in the fluctuating-treatment, and upregulation in the statictreatment (Fig. S12A). Furthermore, GO enrichment analysis of this gene list revealed significant
overrepresentation of 43 genes functionally related to the biological process category of localization
(GO:0045184, establishment of protein localization; FDR = 9.7 X 10-3; Table 6). In comparison,
module B4 showed strong positive correlations between the fluctuating-relaxation and combinedfluctuating categories (Figs. 10 & S12B). A majority of the static-treatment replicates in B4 exhibit
overall down-regulation and cluster separately from the fluctuating replicates. Significant
enrichment analysis of module B4 revealed 67 genes functionally related to the biological process
category of actin filament-based process (GO:0030029; FDR = 2.2 x 10-13; Table 6). Together,
these data suggest that the upregulation of cellular process-related genes in module B4, and the
downregulation of localization-related genes in module B9 are the distinct response of black
rockfishes in the fluctuating treatments compared to static treatments.
Finally, module B13 (n = 5,099) was the only other module displaying strong correlations
with multiple treatments for the black rockfish. Contrasting with B4, module B13 showed strong
negative correlation between the fluctuating-relaxation and combined-fluctuating categories (Figs.
10 & S12C). These data again mirror distinct expression trends observed in the DGE analysis by
clearly demonstrating dissimilar responses between fluctuating-relaxation and static-ambient fish.
Closer examination of module B13 revealed the most significant overrepresentation of 145 genes
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functionally related to the biological process category of immune system process (GO:0002376,
FDR = 7.3 x 10-17; Table 6), indicating that genes relating to immune system processes were
downregulated in fluctuating-relaxation treatments compared to static-ambient.

Copper Rockfish
For the WGCNA analysis on the copper rockfish data set, filtered normalized count data
representing 32,833 genes (separate from the DGE dataset) were correlated to measured
physiological traits of aerobic scope, critical swimming speed, and average ventilation rate, as well
as two categorical treatments (fluctuating-relaxation and fluctuating-upwelling). Based on these
correlations, 18,364 genes were assigned to 19 co-expression modules (C1-C19; Fig. 11). Further
analysis revealed that 8/19 modules showed significant correlation (p ≤ 0.05) but only one module
seemed to show potentially biologically meaningful results driven by strong expression trends in
more than one sample.
Module C19 (n = 5,697) had the strongest response to the experimental treatments, showing
a significant negative relationship (or down-regulation of genes) with the fluctuating-upwelling
treatment (Fig. 11), driven by three out of five fluctuating replicates (Fig. S13A). This module gene
list also shows strong up-regulation in the majority of the static treatment replicates, mirroring the
distinct responses between static vs. fluctuating treatments seen in the copper DGE analysis (as
well as black rockfish DGE and WGCNA modules). GO enrichment analysis of module C19 also
showed significant overrepresentation of 156 genes functionally related to the biological process
category of nervous system development (GO:0007399; FDR = 4.4 x 10-29; Table 6). These data
indicate that genes related to nervous system development were downregulated in fluctuating
samples (most specifically, fluctuating-upwelling samples), in comparison to static samples.
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Interestingly, this enrichment mirrors that of the copper DGE response both across all treatments
and in the fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-ambient DGE comparison, whereas each also showed
significant overrepresentation of genes functionally related to the biological process category of
nervous system development (GO:0007399; Table 3).

Gopher Rockfish
For the WGCNA analysis on the gopher rockfish data set, filtered normalized counts data
represented 20,809 genes total. Based on these correlations, 10,262 genes were assigned to 25 coexpression modules (G1-G25; Fig. 9). Further analysis revealed that 12/25 modules showed
significant correlation (p ≤ 0.05) to at least one of each of the traits and/or treatments of interest. Of
the 12 significant modules, two showed biologically meaningful correlations between phenotypic
traits and treatment variables: G4 (n = 385), and G17 (n = 52).
Module G4 exhibited the most significant correlations, showing negative association with
decreasing aerobic scope and critical swimming speed, but positive correlation with both average
ventilation rate and the upwelling treatment (Fig. 9). Closer examination of the module expression
patterns (Fig. S14A) suggest that gopher rockfish sampled from the upwelling treatment
upregulated this suite of genes as their aerobic scope and critical swimming speed decreased, and
average ventilation rate increased. In other words, as fish become more physiologically stressed,
this set of genes is strongly upregulated. Likewise, this stress response is mirrored at the molecular
level, as further analysis of module G4’s gene list showed top significant enrichment in 10 genes
functionally related to the biological category of response to stimulus (GO:0033993, response to
lipid; FDR = 0.007; Table 1), a category typically indicative of the cellular stress response (CSR).
These 10 genes include NEDD4 (P46934), XBP1 (P17861), VPS4B (O75351), ADAM17
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(P78536), MAPK3 (P27361), CYBB (P04839), PDE4B (Q07343), NEFL (P07196), SELENOS
(Q9BQE4), and MTDH (Q86UE4). These genes were most strongly upregulated in fluctuatingupwelling replicates #2 & #3 (Fig. S14A), which also exhibited the greatest decreases in critical
swimming speeds, the second largest decrease in aerobic scope and moderately high average
ventilation rates in comparison to all other gopher rockfish sampled (Palmisciano et al., in prep).
Each of these factors combined create a strong picture of molecular and physiological stress in
gopher rockfish as a response to fluctuating-upwelling conditions. However, the correlations and
expression also provide further examples of individual variation that make broad take-aways from
the correlations more complicated. For example, two other replicates that also show strong
upregulation in many of the genes in module G4 are from different treatment categories: staticextreme replicate #4 and static-moderate replicate #3 (Fig. S14A). These individuals each have high
measured average ventilation rates (around 1.3x higher than the aforementioned fluctuatingupwelling individuals), but also exhibit comparably higher critical swimming speeds and higher or
unavailable measurements of aerobic scope. Furthermore, in contrast to the other fluctuatingupwelling replicates, fluctuating-upwelling replicate #4 surprisingly exhibited down-regulation of
most of the genes in module G4, while having the lowest measured aerobic scope (of all gopher
rockfish), a similar critical swimming speed (to other fluctuating-upwelling replicates), and
relatively low average ventilation rate (compared to other fluctuating-upwelling replicates).
In contrast to G4, module G17 showed inverse correlations with two different traits: average
ventilation rate (negative) and fluctuating-relaxation treatment (positive; Fig. 9). Analysis of this
gene list’s expression patterns show strong upregulation in two fluctuating-relaxation replicates,
who each exhibit moderately low measurements of average ventilation rate (in comparison to all
other gopher individuals; Fig. S14B; Palmisciano et al., in prep). These data suggest gopher rockfish
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upregulate this suite of genes when stress levels decrease, e.g., as ventilation rate decreases and
during relaxation. Interestingly, GO enrichment analysis of module G17 showed overrepresentation
of 2 genes (cnot1, A1A5H6; samhd1, Q502K2) functionally related to the biological process
category of response to stimulus (GO:0048583, regulation of response to stimulus; FDR = 0.004;
Table 6) - another category typically indicative of CSR activation. Additionally, other replicates
that also showed strong upregulation of genes in module G17 complicate the interpretation of these
data, as their average ventilation rate measurements are collectively higher than those of the
fluctuating-relaxation individuals (Fig. S14B; Palmisciano et al., in prep). Likewise, fluctuatingrelaxation replicate #4 shows strong downregulation of the genes in module G17, despite its average
ventilation rate measurement being close to that of the other fluctuating-relaxation replicates.

DISCUSSION
In this study, I investigated the gene expression responses in gill tissue of juvenile black,
copper and gopher rockfishes (genus Sebastes) to fluctuating and static pH and dissolved oxygen
levels that simulated future projected upwelling conditions. I expected both expression of a
common set of responsive genes that reflect an evolutionarily conserved response to environmental
stress as well as unique species-specific expression profiles to each stressor treatment.
Unexpectedly, most responsive genes were species-specific (Fig. 2), with only a few differentially
expressed genes in common among species. Additionally, I predicted that fluctuating conditions
would stimulate a stronger response, with higher overall numbers of responsive genes in
comparison to static treatments, given the need to cope with a wider range of environmental
stressors. Data from two species (black and copper rockfish) supported this hypothesis,
demonstrating distinct transcriptional differences in how fishes from fluctuating treatments respond
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compared to those held under static conditions. Genes regulated under fluctuating conditions might
play a role in a preparatory response to future, predictable environmental change (Tables 1A &B;
Fig. 3 & 4). I also expected that past exposure history would affect gene expression responses in
fishes sampled after a minimum of 7 days upon returning to ambient conditions, despite having a
similar aerobic scope, critical swimming speed and ventilation rate to fish held continuously at
ambient conditions. I identified unique gene expression responses between fish held under staticambient conditions versus those in fluctuating-relaxation treatments, suggesting that physiological
recovery after repeated stressful conditions may also be obtained through “front-loading” of
compensatory genes (Figs. 3A, 4A, & 7A). Finally, I expected that certain gene expression modules
would correspond to physiological responses in the same fishes. My data indicated significant
correlations among all species data sets that mirrored DGE findings, with distinct responses to static
vs. fluctuating treatments. In particular, gopher rockfish exhibited the most interesting correlations,
with the upregulation of CSR-related genes correlated with decreased aerobic scope, decreased
critical swimming speed, and increased ventilation rate in fluctuating-upwelling fish (Fig. 9).
Together, these data expand on previous studies to show that a species’ exposure history to
combined environmental stressors, such as projected upwelling conditions, may be more influential
in predicting an organism’s ability to compensate for changes in ocean chemistry than evolutionary
relatedness alone. Furthermore, this study also underscores the importance of creating experimental
conditions that are as close to in situ conditions as possible. Overall, I show how combining
physiological, behavioral and transcriptional measurements can provide a better understanding of
marine organismal responses to climate change stressors.
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Species-Specific Transcriptomic Responses to Projected Upwelling Conditions
Overall, I found that responses to upwelling-like conditions were highly species-specific. Of

the three species, black rockfish had the largest overall number of DE genes (out of all species and
across all treatments) and as such, may display a more plastic transcriptomic response (Morris et
al., 2014; Rivera et al., 2021) to fluctuating, combined OA and hypoxia stressors when compared
to the other congeners (Fig. 2). Similar trends were observed in blue rockfish, another species more
closely related to black rockfish than copper or gopher rockfishes (Hyde and Vetter, 2007;
Magnuson-Ford et al., 2009) that were subjected to projected OA stressors (Hamilton et al., 2017).
In comparison to copper rockfish, blue rockfish did not show significant changes in behavior,
swimming physiology or aerobic capacity, but exhibited greater numbers of DE genes in response
to OA, suggesting that a more plastic gene expression response was associated with higher tolerance
to a low pH environment. While we do not have physiological responses for the black rockfish, if
the larger DE gene numbers are indicative of a more plastic gene expression response, these data
may also indicate a higher tolerance to upwelling-like conditions.
I found that black rockfish exhibited their largest DGE response within the fluctuatingrelaxation treatment (sampled during ambient conditions), significantly upregulating genes related
to muscle cell development (GO:0030239, myofibril assembly; Fig. 7A; Table 5) in comparison to
the static-ambient treatment. Interestingly, genes related to muscle structure and cell development
were also the most significantly enriched DE genes upregulated in the fluctuating-upwelling
treatment when compared to static-ambient and static-extreme treatments, as well as total DE genes
across all treatment comparisons (Table 5). Though similar in category, this finding is contradictory
to that of Hamilton et al., (2017), where blue rockfish largely downregulated DE genes involved in
muscle structure and function, but under static conditions. A notable difference is that blue rockfish
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transcripts were isolated from muscle tissue, whereas we examined gill tissue where muscle cell
related genes likely play a different role. Not only are black rockfish genetically similar to blue
rockfish, but they also share similar early life history characteristics that may explain the robust
response to projected upwelling conditions through local adaptation or acclimatization. The black
rockfish used here were collected from Humboldt in Northern California where it is generally
colder, more acidic, and hypoxic than the Monterey Bay (where copper and gopher rockfish were
collected; Murie and Bourdeau, 2020). In addition, black rockfish (much like blue rockfish) also
typically spend more time developing deeper in the water column and in the pelagic environment
during their larval stage and recruit to the kelp forest benthos in the spring and early summer (Love,
2011). Both environments provide more opportunity for acidic and hypoxic exposure than the
shallower, nearshore-surface canopy environments where copper and gopher rockfishes tend to
develop and recruit (Love, 2011; Frieder et al., 2012; Hoshijima and Hofmann, 2019). Thus, early
life exposure to these conditions could allow individual species to exhibit greater plasticity to
similar environmental changes induced by more intensified upwelling events.
These data are consistent with a growing body of literature that have examined speciesspecific responses of both congeneric and/or sympatric organisms to climate change stressors.
Anttila et al. (2015) showed that two salmonid species, Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) and
landlocked salmon (Sala m. sebago), display significant differences in physiological responses to
both hypoxia and thermal tolerance, despite sharing the same lake habitat. Their data suggest greater
overall acclimation potential in landlocked salmon, who exhibited higher thermal tolerance, but
lower hypoxia tolerance than the Artic char. They argue that the cold-preferences of char may allow
greater hypoxia tolerance (due to their frequent residence in the colder, more hypoxic environments
at the bottom of the lake), but ultimately make them more vulnerable to climate change than warm-
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acclimated salmon when increased temperature is considered as a combined stressor. Similarly,
prolonged exposure to multiple stressor environments (mainly those that are generally colder, more
acidic, and hypoxic) during early life stages in black rockfish may play a large role in their plastic
response, providing them a greater acclimation potential to projected upwelling conditions.
Additional studies suggest strong correlations between frequent exposure to highly variable
environments with greater magnitudes of combined stressors and greater species resilience
(Seebacher et al., 2015; Logan and Buckley, 2015). When studying the comparative physiological
responses of both sympatric and allopatric marine fishes to combined stressors of elevated
temperature, acidification, and hypoxia, Schwieterman et al. (2019) found that sympatric species
from more variable environments (clearnose skate, Rostaraja eglanteria and summer flounder,
Paralichthys dentatus) had more similar physiological tolerances than those of an allopatric species
(thorny skate, Amblyraja radiata) from a more stable environment. Their data show lower Q10
measured over acute timescales (Q10 is a unitless quantity that typically defines the factor by which
a rate changes, in this case defining the change of standard metabolic rate under elevated heat and
pCO2 stress) in both sympatric species in comparison to the allopatric species, indicating the
potential for greater resilience to changing coastal conditions in species exposed to more variable
environments. Vargas et al. (2017) similarly demonstrate greater gene expression plasticity in
response to climate change stressors in various gastropods, mussels, and copepods exposed to more
variable environments. Thus, it is possible that the greater plasticity demonstrated by the black
rockfish gene expression response could (at least in part) be attributed to early exposures to a
naturally stressful and variable environment.
In contrast to black rockfish, copper and gopher rockfishes are characterized by early life
history stages inhabiting shallower depths closer to the surface, where they are less likely to be
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exposed to highly variable, acidic and hypoxic conditions (Frieder et al., 2012; Hoshijima and
Hofmann, 2019). Additionally, copper and gopher rockfishes experience their highest recruitment
during years categorized by weaker upwelling periods and more relaxation events (such as El Niño
years), whereas black rockfish experience their best recruitment during years characterized by high
productivity and strong upwelling (such as La Nina years; Lenarz et al., 1995; Ammann, 2004;
Wilson et al., 2008). This suggests that black rockfish populations are generally comprised of
survivors that have experienced strong upwelling during early development, while copper and
gopher rockfish populations consist of the opposite. Together, the lack of adaptive exposure to
upwelling conditions through either early-life experiences or ecological niches likely make copper
and gopher rockfishes more vulnerable than black rockfish (or species with similar exposures) to
future changes in ocean chemistry.
Unlike black rockfish, copper and gopher rockfishes each exhibited their largest DGE
response within the fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-ambient treatment comparison (Tables 1A &
B; Figs. 3 & 4). However, they also exhibited surprisingly dissimilar gene expression responses and
gene ontology categories (often sharing a handful of DE genes with each other compared to the
larger number of shared genes with black rockfish; Fig. 2; Figs. 5 & 6). It is possible that the copper
rockfish exhibit a more plastic transcriptomic response, reflected by their larger DGE numbers. If
this is true, these data would indicate that gopher rockfish might be most susceptible of the three to
projected environmental conditions. However, gopher and copper rockfish expressed similar
percentages of cellular stress response genes (out of their respective total DE gene numbers), which
complicates this picture of greater transcriptomic plasticity in copper rockfish. For example, gopher
DE related to the CSR made up 22% of total annotated genes expressed (n = 26/116) across all
treatments, in comparison to copper and black rockfishes’ 20.5% (n = 137/669; represented by the
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response to stimulus category highlighted in yellow, Figs. 5 & 6). These numbers have a slightly
greater difference when comparing the strongest treatment-specific DE responses between species:
CSR-related genes (those part of the response to stimulus GO category; GO:0033993) made up
28.6% of annotated DE genes (n = 8/28) that were upregulated by gophers in the fluctuatingupwelling treatment compared to static-ambient (Fig. 6), but only 21.9% of all annotated DE genes
(n = 59/269) downregulated by coppers in the fluctuating-upwelling treatment compared to staticambient (Fig. 5). What these data do clearly show are that different molecular pathways were
utilized by these congeners to compensate stressful environmental changes. These data again further
reiterate the plastic response of black rockfishes in comparison to the other congeners, by
demonstrating a much smaller CSR response respectively: 11% of total genes expressed across all
treatments (n = 91/827) and 10.9% of the total annotated DE genes (n = 32/293) upregulated in the
fluctuating-relaxation treatment compared to static-ambient (Fig. 8).
Together, these data suggest that shared ancestry and habitat do not necessarily equate to
similar responses or vulnerabilities to climate change stressors. Other studies demonstrate similar
species-specific physiological and gene expression differences among fish congeners exposed to
current and projected environmental stressors (Couturier et al. 2013; Hamilton et al. 2017;
Mattiasen et al. 2019; Bernal et al. 2020). For example, Couturier et al. (2013) found that the ambon
damselfish (Pomacentrus amboinensis) demonstrated increased aerobic scope in response to acute,
near-future acidic conditions that was not shared by the lemon damsel fish (P. moluccensis).
However, the physiological mechanisms underlying P. amboinensis’ response are not well
understood in this study, nor is the potential influence of differing environmental exposures among
the congeners discussed. In the case of the copper and gopher rockfish in our study, it is again likely
that differences in early life exposures influence acclimatization and possibly molecular response,
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similar to that observed in the other studies of sympatric species discussed above (Anttila et al.
2015; Vargas et al 2017; Schwieterman et al. 2019). For example, though they share similar pelagic
larval durations, copper rockfish spawn earlier in the season than gopher rockfish and as
consequence, typically recruit to the nearshore kelp canopy during April and May (Love et al.,
2002; Love et al., 2011) when upwelling in the Monterey Bay is often at its greatest intensity. In
comparison, gopher rockfish recruit later in the summer – typically between June and July – when
the upwelling season can be winding down.

It is likely that the few additional weeks of

development in more acidic and hypoxic environments help to provide copper rockfish greater
acclimation potential than gopher rockfish, and therefore less vulnerability to projected upwelling
conditions. However, the similar physiological responses of these congeners to extreme fluctuating
and combined stressors, as well as their analogous recovery during relaxation periods again suggest
that each species utilizes different molecular mechanisms to cope with environmental change. It is
important that more in-depth comparisons of these congeners across additional biological scales
continue, including better elucidation of the molecular and evolutionary drivers behind their
speciation, to fully understand the source of these different responses.
Nevertheless, these data indicate vulnerabilities in certain rockfish communities under the
threat of changing climate stressors. If species-specific sensitivities persist over time, shifts in
rockfish community composition could occur, largely through losses of biodiversity as more
vulnerable species struggle to compete and ultimately disappear (Vargas et al. 2017). For example,
juvenile black, gopher and copper rockfishes all thrive within the Monterey Bay coastal habitat and
are important prey items for many different species, including other fishes. If gopher and copper
rockfishes continue to exhibit greater vulnerabilities to projected upwelling conditions, they could
be at risk for higher predation by a less sensitive predator (Davis et al., 2018). Furthermore, as the
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upwelling season is expected to push continuously later and later into the summer season with the
progression of climate change, it is possible that gopher or other vulnerable rockfish species that
are already less acclimated to those stressful conditions will face even more detrimental effects.

Relaxation Recovery Responses and the Comparison of Static vs. Fluctuating Treatments
If fluctuating-relaxation gene expression responses reflect complete physiological recovery,
as observed for aerobic scope, critical swimming speed, and average ventilation rate at the
organismal level (Palmisciano et al. in prep), I expected to see gene expression profiles that were
highly similar to those of the static-ambient treatment. Instead, I found high numbers of
differentially expressed genes between fish that had previously experienced fluctuating vs. static
conditions but were sampled during the ambient (i.e., relaxation) treatment phase, especially in
black and copper rockfishes (Fig. 2B). These responses could potentially indicate lingering levels
of stress that were not observable at the physiological level (Huth and Place, 2016; Mangan et al.,
2017) and/or transcriptional profiles associated with acclimation to fluctuating conditions
(Podrabsky and Somero 2004).
When compared among the three congeners, black rockfish exhibited the highest number of
DE genes in response to fluctuating-relaxation conditions (Table 1C; Fig. 7A). Again, these higher
numbers of DE genes may be an indicator of a greater plastic response to fluctuating stressors,
demonstrated by a persistent “frontloading” of gene expression under changing conditions.
“Frontloading” expression of specific genes needed to cope with variable environments is a wellrecognized preparative defense strategy whereby constitutive expression of specific genes enable
organisms to rapidly respond to environmental stress (Somero et al. 2017) – a concept demonstrated
through studies of killifish responses to fluctuating heat stress (Podrabsky and Somero, 2004) and
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thermally tolerant corals inhabiting variable thermal environments (Barshis et al., 2013). In
contrast, a species with less plasticity (and therefore lower ability to cope with changing
environmental conditions), such as gopher rockfish, may exhibit fewer to no preparatory genes,
resulting in lower DGE numbers during recovery periods.
Although black and copper rockfishes may exhibit greater coping abilities through
transcriptional plasticity driven by an anticipatory response, the threat of more unpredictable
environmental variability could prove to be energetically costly over time. Recent data from Bitter
et al. (2021) suggest that the predictability of environmental change may play a dominant role in
shaping phenotypic variation. They found reduced transcriptional plasticity in mussels native to
habitats that exhibited pH fluctuations that were both large in magnitude and unpredictable (e.g.,
no strong correlations with a rhythmic time series). Furthermore, the authors postulate that reduced
plasticity could result from an elevated baseline expression that is more acclimated to a benign
treatment and indicative of bet hedging – a stress response coping strategy where plastic genotypes
become replaced with more fixed phenotypes (Moran 1992; Gavrilets and Scheiner 1993; DeWitt
et al. 1998; Botero et al. 2015; Tufto 2015; Scheiner et al. 2020). Plastic responses to fluctuating
periods of recovery that we observed in black rockfish were induced by highly predictable treatment
cycles that followed strict 8-day intervals. Yet coastal upwelling events are characteristically
unpredictable in their duration, intensity, and frequency (Bograd et al., 2008; Booth et al., 2012;
Walter et al., 2014; Low et al., 2021). As these events are projected to increase in both frequency
and intensity as climate change progresses (Bakun et al., 2015; Xiu et al., 2018), it is likely that
seasonal predictability will further decrease. Thus, future studies should utilize an experimental
design that compares responses to predictable vs. stochastic fluctuations. Numerous theoretical
models demonstrate that the cost of plasticity increases with declining predictability of fluctuating
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conditions, which could ultimately lead to an increased likelihood of population extinction (Moran
1992; Gavrilets and Scheiner 1993; DeWitt et al. 1998; Botero et al. 2015; Tufto 2015; Scheiner et
al. 2020).
Our data also reveal inter-individual variation in transcriptional responses to future
projected upwelling conditions. This variation may be important to increasing population-level
physiological tolerance through selection of more tolerant phenotypes. For example, some
individuals from the fluctuating-relaxation and fluctuating-upwelling treatments had DE responses
that more closely resembled that of static-ambient fishes (Figs. 3, 4, & 7; most strongly evidenced
in black rockfish, Fig. 7A and Fig. 7B). Tanner and Dowd (2019) highlight the importance of
measuring such variation to improve our understanding of potential population level responses to
climate change, while recognizing that the rate of environmental change is critical to determining
if the population will be able to keep up with accelerating pressures. Climate change presents
increased environmental stressors (such as increased temperature) and factors of unpredictability
that are beyond the scope of this study and likely to play interacting roles in both individual and
population level responses. Therefore, I suggest follow-up studies with a greater focus on
interindividual variation. As data presented as mean responses will undoubtedly always hide
dynamic patterns of interindividual variation, it is important to additionally present not only
measurements of the coefficient of variation within each treatment. Likewise, further study to better
understand biological differences among individuals (e.g. due to genetics or maternal effects) that
may influence individual vulnerability should be pursued.

Correlation of Juvenile Rockfish Gene Expression to Phenotypes
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I identified several gene modules in gill tissue whose expression co-varied with
physiological responses. Data from the WGCNA correlation analysis on the gopher rockfish data
set provided the most interesting insight to the multi-level organismal response. Module G4,
comprised of 385 genes, was upregulated in the fluctuating-upwelling replicates and was highly
correlated with decreases in aerobic scope and critical swimming speed, and increases in average
ventilation rate (Fig. 9; S14a). Changes in expression of genes in this module also suggest a
correlative CSR activation, as the genes in G4 showed significant overrepresentation in the
biological process category of response to stimulus (GO:0033993; FDR = 0.007; Table 6), with
specific CSR-related genes that are known to respond to oxidative stress. Gills are the primary site
of gas exchange; if gas exchange is limited under upwelling-like conditions, metabolic rate and
swimming capacity would be affected. For instance, oxygen transfer and delivery to a fish’s other
organs supports a wide range of functions, and begins in the gills (Evans et al., 2005; Halsey et al.,
2018). Numerous studies to date have come to utilize aerobic scope and critical swimming speed
as physiological measurements of a fish’s overall fitness under environmental stress, due to their
strong association with oxygen availability and consumption, as well as with other critical features
of fitness and survival (such as dispersal, migration, growth, predator-prey interactions and
reproduction; Bushnell et al., 1984; Clark et al., 2013; Halsey et al., 2018; Cano-Barbacil et al.,
2020). As consequence, I expected the analysis of this module gene list to reflect enrichment of
CSR-genes known to be responsive to hypoxia and acidosis stress, such as those found in copper
rockfish under high pCO2, or blue rockfish under hypoxic treatments (Hamilton et al., 2017;
Mattiasen et al., 2020; Cline et al., 2020). However, I found only one gene in common with these
studies, NADPH oxidase organizer 1 (NOXO1) involved in oxidative stress (observed in copper
rockfish under elevated pCO2 in Hamilton et al., 2017). Other notable CSR-related genes found
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within this module (but not noted in the previous studies) included another oxidative stress response
gene, phospholipid hydroperoxide glutathione peroxidase (GXP4; Tiedke et al., 2014), GTPase
IMAP family member 7, which is known to regulate cell apoptosis and development (GIMAP7;
Saetan et al., 2020) and one of the 10 significantly enriched genes functionally related to lipid
response and known to play a role in the regulation of inflammation – cAMP-specific 3’, 5’-cyclic
phosphodiesterase 4B (PDE4B; Saetan et al., 2020; Colgan et al., 2021).
Gopher rockfish module G17, comprised of 52 genes, was upregulated in fluctuatingrelaxation fish and correlated with decreases in average ventilation rate (Fig. 9, S14b), indicating
that as external stresses decreased these genes were activated. These data supported my
expectations of the relationship between a fish’s average ventilation rate and the uptake of oxygen
through the gills under hypoxia and acidosis stress. For example, under hypoxia, ventilation rate is
often increased as fish attempt to improve oxygen supply by boosting water flow over the gills
(Heuer and Grosell, 2014). In the same respect, the need to boost oxygen supply decreases under
normoxia, and average ventilation rates return to normal levels. Based on our DGE analysis, I
expected to see the persistence of module genes related to the CSR, as well as perhaps key regulators
driving the physiological return to “normal”, such as degradation proteins and oxidative stress
genes, which are activated in response to re-oxygenation (Birnie-Gauvin et al., 2017). GO
enrichment analysis of this module supports the possibility of the lingering stress response seen in
DGE analysis (GO:0048583, response to stimulus; FDR = 0.004; Table 6; Fig. 9; S14b).
Furthermore, the two genes identified in this enrichment analysis, cnot1 (A1A5H6) and samhd1
(Q502K2), are known to play a role in adipose tissue function and antiviral applications of
apoptosis, respectively (Xu et al., 2019). However, the relatively small size of this module (and
corresponding low number of recognized genes) weaken the power of the enrichment analysis, and
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there were no prominent regulatory or CSR-related genes present in the list that are recognized in
any of the publications above (Hamilton et al., 2017; Cline et al., 2020).
WGCNA also revealed significant correlations between gene expression and treatment
categories for black rockfish, though we did not have physiological trait data for this species.
Modules B9 and B4 exhibited strong correlations and gene expression trends that demonstrate a
clear distinction between responses to static vs. fluctuating treatments. Specifically, genes in
module B9 were overwhelmingly upregulated in static treatments, but mostly downregulated in the
fluctuating treatments (Fig. 10 & S12a). In contrast, most genes in module B4 were upregulated in
the fluctuating treatments, but largely downregulated in the static treatments (Fig. 10 & S12b).
Additionally, module B13 demonstrated strong, inverse expression patterns between static-ambient
and fluctuating-relaxation treatments, further confirming their difference (Fig. 10; S12c). Though
these data would be strengthened with the inclusion of aerobic scope, critical swimming speed
and/or average ventilation rate correlations, they provide support for the distinct responses of static
vs. fluctuating fish (including fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient fish) observed in the DGE
analysis. The ability to quantitatively correlate gene networks with measured phenotypes is a useful
tool that can provide insight into whole-organism responses to projected upwelling conditions. I
suggest that future studies incorporate WGCNA analysis into their experimental plans and design,
with larger replicate sizes within treatments to achieve stronger statistical power.

Limitations
My study identified strong species-specific GE responses, distinct effects of fluctuating
versus static treatments, and direct correlations between gene modules and traits. Nevertheless,
aspects of the experiment and statistical analyses limit data interpretation. First, my study was
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limited to the transcriptomic response of a single tissue type, gill tissue. To better understand how
these conditions affect juvenile rockfishes on a whole organism level, it is important to compare
the transcripts of a wider variety of tissues. Though I collected brain, liver and muscle from copper
rockfish specimens, the data derived from gill tissues and presented here matched the scope of a
master’s thesis. However, I hope to see these multi-tissue analyses pursued as the focus of a future
project.
Second, the large gene and transcript size of the copper rockfish transcriptome constructed
and used in this analysis greatly exceed what would be expected for fish (typically ~30,000 genes)
and may exaggerate DGE trends as a result. This problem is fairly common with de novo Trinity
assemblies, as the program relies on methods utilizing DeBruijn graphs that are
constructed/extended based on kmers (Freedman and Weeks, 2020). This process, though
computationally tractable, has the potential to create “fragmented assemblies of a large number of
contigs that are subsequences of the underlying true transcripts” (Freedman and Weeks, 2020), as
a result of a variety of factors. To correct for this issue, I hope to produce a “cleaned” version of
the transcriptome (one that removes any fragmented assemblies in hopes to retain only true
transcripts) and repeat the full analysis for publication, using the De novo RNA-seq Assembly
Pipeline (DRAP) program to compact and correct this assembly (Cabau et al., 2017).
Third, the sample size of several treatments was lower than I had planned due to several
poor-quality RNA extractions in each species’ dataset. It is possible that some instances of interindividual variability may have either been overlooked or exaggerated when conducting pairwise
comparisons among treatments. Likewise, uneven and low replicate abundances across and within
treatments could bias calculations of strong module correlations. However, it was reassuring to see
that the characteristically “unbiased” approach of the WGCNA results reflected many of the trends
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exhibited in the DGE analysis. Additionally, the overall trends of relative differences in DGE
responses observed within and between species in the classic edgeR analysis were also mirrored in
the GLM edgeR pairwise analysis.
Finally, I was limited in my ability to correlate gene expression differences with their
measured physiological responses across all three species, as these data were not available for the
black rockfish. Consequently, the power of the WGCNA for the black rockfish was lower, as I
could only include the categorical trait data for the treatments. However, raw data were collected
by collaborators at Humboldt State University and may be processed and made available in the
future.

Conclusion
Rockfishes make up a prominent proportion of fish populations along the coast of California
and western North America, with over 95 species more recently evolved to occupy varying
ecological niches and habitats successfully (Cailliet et al., 2001; Love et al., 2002). These fishes
not only serve important ecological roles (as prey species as juveniles and predators as adults) but
are also a valuable resource in our coastal groundfish fisheries. As climate change progresses,
significant increases in the acidity and hypoxia of coastal habitats are expected to be exacerbated
by the intensification of upwelling events characteristic to Eastern Boundary Current Systems
(EBCS), such as the California Current Large Marine Ecosystem (CCLME; Bakun et al., 2015; Xiu
et al., 2018). Likewise, as these changes directly impact the coastal kelp forest habitats where many
juvenile rockfishes recruit and develop, it is likely that environmental stressors may have
detrimental effects on certain species physiology and overall fitness (Hamilton et al., 2017; Davis
et al., 2018; Mattiasen et al., 2020; Cline et al., 2020). This research presents novel investigations
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into the comparative transcriptomic and physiological responses of three closely related juvenile
rockfishes to fluctuating, combined stressors in a simulation of future upwelling conditions.
Specifically, this study aimed to understand how these congeners compared in their responses to
more traditional, static stressor conditions and those that more closely simulated an in situ upwelling
environment.
The data presented here demonstrate entirely unique responses between the three congeners,
who shared less than 22% of genes in total between any two species (across all treatments). These
species-specific sensitivities to future upwelling stressors are likely attributed to varying life history
characteristics between congeners, which influence local adaptation to environmental exposures
during critical developmental periods (Anttila et al., 2015; Seebacher et al., 2015; Logan and
Buckley, 2015; Vargas et al., 2017; Schwieterman et al., 2019). Black rockfish, who tend to have
the most exposure to acidic and hypoxic conditions during their larval stage and recruitment
(Frieder et al., 2012; Hoshijima and Hofmann, 2019), appeared to have the most plastic (and least
detrimental) transcriptomic response to future upwelling stressors. In contrast, gopher rockfish, who
typically experience the least amount of acidic and hypoxic exposure during these periods (Frieder
et al., 2012; Hoshijima and Hofmann, 2019), exhibited the largest indicators of physiological and
molecular stress. Furthermore, though copper rockfish are more similar to gopher rockfish
phylogenetically and ecologically (in comparison to black rockfish), they presented a response that
may be more transcriptionally plastic than gophers, indicating that their slight increase of exposure
to acidic and hypoxic conditions during recruitment may allow them to better cope with future
upwelling conditions. However, more data are needed to confidently make this conclusion. What
is obvious, however, is that these data strongly suggest that gopher rockfish and copper rockfish
rely on different molecular pathways in response to stress. Overall, the physiological and molecular
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responses of copper and gopher rockfish indicate that they are likely to be more vulnerable to
changing ocean chemistry than black rockfish, and may not compete as well with them or other less
sensitive rockfishes as climate change progresses. Likewise, these data also emphasize that species
relatedness alone may not be enough to predict how marine fishes will respond to climate change
stressors.
This study also demonstrates distinct differences in the responses of black and copper
rockfish to more traditional, static treatments in comparison to fluctuating conditions that more
closely simulate in situ upwelling stressors. Though physiological data showed similar responses
between static and fluctuating stressors in these fishes (Palmisciano et al., in prep), transcriptomic
analysis reveals evidence of potential “frontloading” (Podrabsky and Somero, 2004; Somero et al.,
2017), or the expression of preparatory genes in fishes sampled from fluctuating treatments
specifically. These preparatory genes may provide resilience under variable, but predictable stressor
conditions (Somero et al., 2017), and again indicate that a species’ exposure history to certain
stressors is important to understanding their adaptive capacity. However, this resilience may be
challenged if the rate of change in ocean chemistry progresses and/or becomes more unpredictable
(Bitter et al., 2021) – a trend that is expected to increase with future upwelling conditions (Bograd
et al., 2008; Booth et al., 2012; Walter et al., 2014; Bakun et al., 2015; Xiu et al., 2018; Low et al.,
2021). Thus, these data not only highlight the importance of considering fluctuating exposure
histories in environmental set up, but also including treatment fluctuations that follow a less
predictable time scale, to obtain better understanding of how these fishes respond in the wild.
Additionally, this thesis demonstrated interesting, quantitative correlations between
physiological and transcriptomic responses of the same fish to simulated future upwelling stressors
and is one of the first studies investigating climate change effects on marine teleosts to do so. Our
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data help to illustrate clear connections between gopher rockfish’s physiological and corresponding
molecular stress response and reflected the distinct transcriptional responses to fluctuating vs. static
treatments observed in the black and copper rockfish. Together, these data provided strong
motivation for continued studies utilizing multiple biological measurements to assess species
vulnerabilities to projected climate change stressors. By having a better understanding of these
vulnerabilities, we can hopefully help to implement conservation and fisheries management
practices that will help to preserve the biodiversity of these and other coastal marine habitats under
the threat of climate change.
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FIGURES AND TABLES
Table 1. Total counts of DE genes for each pairwise treatment comparison (FDR < 0.01) for (A)
Copper rockfish, (B) Gopher rockfish and (C) Black rockfish
A.

Copper rockfish DE genes counts for each pairwise comparison
control

control
0

extreme moderate relaxation upwelling
124
146
306
1500

extreme

124

0

2

192

1117

moderate

146

2

0

5

668

relaxation

306

192

5

0

23

upwelling

1500

1117

668

23

0

B.

Gopher rockfish DE gene counts for each pairwise comparison
control

control
0

extreme
122

moderate relaxation upwelling
60
93
210

extreme

122

0

52

85

94

moderate

60

52

0

130

95

relaxation

93

85

130

0

166

upwelling

210

94

95

166

0

C.
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Black rockfish DE gene counts for each pairwise comparison
control

control
0

extreme moderate relaxation upwelling
248
166
1134
947

extreme

248

0

134

271

1070

moderate

166

134

0

65

81

relaxation

1134

271

65

0

37

upwelling

947

1070

81

37

0
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Table 2. Shared DE gene lists across each species and treatment comparison.
Shared
Species

Gene/protein
name

Gene ID

Description

Uniprot ID

Fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-ambient (p = 0.01, C=1)
Copper
&
Gopher

Copper
& Black

Cytochrome P450 1B1

CYP1B1

Involved in metabolism of various
endogenous substrates, including fatty
acids, steroid hormones and vitamins

Q16678

Hemicentin-1

Hmcn1

Promotes cleavage furrow maturation
during cytokinesis in preimplantation
embryos.

D3YXG0

tetraspanin 36

tspan36

plays a role in migraiton and
segregation of pigment cells

Q6NWG0

protein MLP1 homolog

MLP1

Involved in the structural and
functional organization of perinuclear
chromatin.

Q02455

H-2 class I
histocompatibility
antigen, Q9 alpha chainlike

LOC113062599

N/A

N/A

cAMP responsive
element modulator a
(crema)

CREM

Family important for regulating
transcription in response to various
stresses, metabolic and developmental
signals.

E7F9I0

FERM domaincontaining protein 3

FRMD3

Putative tumor supressor gene.

A2A2Y4

Glyceraldehyde-3phosphate
dehydrogenase

gapdh

Key enzyme in glycolysis that
catalyzes the first step of the pathway;
modulates the organization and
assembly of the cytoskeleton; also
participates in nuclear events including
transcription, RNA transport, DNA
replication and apoptosis.

Q5XJ10

Annexin A6

ANXA6

May associate with CD21; may
regulate the release of calcium from
intracellular stores.

P79134

Thyroglobulin

TG

Acts as a substrate for production of
iodinated thyroid hormones thyroxine
(T4) and triiodothyronine (T3)

P01267

HABP2

Cleaves the alpha-chain at multiple
sites and the beta-chain between 'Lys53' and 'Lys-54', but not the gammachainof fibrinogen; may function as a
tumor suppressor negatively regulating
cell proliferation and cell migration.

Q14520

Hyaluronan-binding
protein 2
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Cytosolic purine 5'nucleotidase

nt5c2

May have a critical role in the
maintenance of a constant composition
of intracellular purine/pyrimidine
nucelotides in cooperation with other
nucleotidases.

Transcription factor
COE3

Ebf3

Transcriptional activator

O08791

cyp1a1

Part of group of heme-thiolate
monooxygenases that oxidize a variety
of structurally unrelated compounds,
including steroids, fatty acids and
xenobiotics.

O42430

n/a

n/a

N/A

n/a

n/a

MLP1

Involved in the structural and
functional organization of perinuclear
chromatin.

Cytochrome P450 1A1

smalle subunit
ribosomal RNA gene
(partial sequence)
18s ribosomal RNA
gene
protein MLP1 homolog
immunoglobulin-like
and fibronectin type III
domain-containing
protein 1
Black &
Gopher

Q5EBF1

Q02455

N/A

btd

Catalytic release of biotin from
biocytin, the product of biotindependent carboxylases degradation.

Q8AV84

thyroxine 5-deiodinase

dio3

Responsible for the deiodination of T4
(3,5,3',5'-tetraiodothyronine) into RT3
(3,3', 5'-triiodothyronine) and of T3
(3,5,3'-triiodothyronine) into T2 (3,3'diiodothronine).

A7YD35

Myosin-4

MYH4

Functionally related to muscle
contraction.

Q076A5

Myosin heavy chain,
fast skeletal muscle
(protein)

N/A

Functionally related to muscle
contraction.

Q90339

Biotinidase

Prolyl hydroxylase

Egln3

cytosolic
sulfotransferase 3-like
isoform X2

sult1st3

Mediates hydroxylation of proline
residues in target proteins; Cellular
oxgen sensor that catalyzes, under
normoxic conditions, the posttranslational formation of 4hydroxyproline in hypoxia-inducible
factor (HIF) alpha proteins (by
similarity).
Projected to be similar to
sulfotransferase that utilizes 3'phospho-5'-adenyly sulfate (PAPS) as
sulfonate donor to catalyze the sulfate
conjugation of a variety of xenobiotic
and endogenous compounds.

Q91UZ4

Q7T2V2
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cholesterol 25hydroxylase like 3
protein

ch25hl3

Belongs to the family of
oxidoreductases that act as paired
donors, with O2 as oxidant and
incorporation/reduction of oxygen.

A0A6P8VTQ6

protein MLP1 homolog

MLP1

Involved in the structural and
functional organization of perinuclear
chromatin.

Q02455

NAD kinase b

nadkb

enzyme that converts nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (NAD) into
NADP+ through phosphorylation.

A0JMF0

rangrf

May regulate the intracellular
trafficking of RAN; Promotes guanine
nucleotide release from RAN and
inhibits binding of new GTP.

A3KPP3

tumor necrosis factor
receptor superfamily
member 14-like

TNFRSF14

The receptor for four distinct ligands
that altogether define a complex
stimulatory and inhibitory signaling
network.

A0A5Q0MUA7

Class I
histocompatibility
antigen, F10 alpha
chain-like

N/A

Involved in the presentation of foreign
antigens to the immune system.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

RAN guanine
nucleotide release factor

Copper
,
Gopher
&
Black

Fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient (p = 0.01, C=1)
Copper
&
Gopher

Middle cell wall
protein

Copper
&
Black

ATP-dependent 6phosphofructokinase,
musle type

BBR47_54160

Binds to peptidoglycan and to the
outer cell wall protein.

P06546

PFKM

Catalyzes the phosphorylation of
D-fructose 6-phosphate to fructose
1,6-biphosphate by ATP, the first
committing step of glycolysis.

Q0IIG5

Hyaluronan-binding
protein 2

HABP2

Cleaves the alpha-chain at multiple
sites and the beta-chain between
'Lys-53' and 'Lys-54', but not the
gamma-chainof fibrinogen; may
function as a tumor suppressor
negatively regulating cell
proliferation and cell migration.

Q14520

Hemoglobin subunit
alpha

hba

Involved in oxygen transport from
gills to the various peripheral
tissues.

P23016

Desmin

des

Muscle-specific type III
intermediate filament essential for

P23239
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proper muscular structure and
function.

Phospholipase A and
acyltransferase 3

Plaat3

Shows phospholipase A1 (PLA1)
and A2 (PLA2), catalyzing the
calcium-independent release of
fatty acids from the sn-1 or sn-2
position of glycerophospholipids.

smalle subunit
ribosomal RNA gene
(partial sequence)

N/A

N/A

N/A

18s ribosomal RNA
gene

n/a

n/a

N/A

apoc2

Component of chylomicrons, very
low-density lipoproteins (VLDL),
low-density lipoproteins (LDL),
and high-density lipoproteins
(HDL) in plasma; plays important
role in lipoprotein metabolism as
an activator of lipoprotein lipase.

E9QEQ1

MYH13

Fast twitching myosin mediating
the hgih-velocity and low-tension
contractions of specific striated
muscles.

Q9UKX3

N/A

Lipopolysaccharide-binding
protein with a very low
agglutinating activity for human Atype erythrocytes and interacts with
both Gram-positive and Gramnegative bacteria.

N/A (P68512)

Apolipoprotein C-II

Black
&
Gopher

Myosin-13

fish-egg lectin-like

P53817

Fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-extreme (p = 0.01, C=1)
Copper
&
Gopher

N/A

Copper
&
Black

Cytochrome c
oxidase subunit 7A2,
mitochondrial

Parvalbumin-7

N/A

N/A

N/A

COX7A2

Component of the cytochrome c
oxidase, the last enzyme in the
mitochondrial electron transport
chain which drives oxidative
phosphorylation.

P13184

pvalb7

In muscle, parvalbumin is thought
to be involved in relaxation after
contraction; it binds two calcium
ions.

Q804W2
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60s acidic ribosomal
protein P0

RPLP0

The functional equivalent of E.coli
protein L10.

P05388

SPRY domaincontaining SOCS box
protein 3

SPSB3

May be a substrate recognition
component of a SCF-like ECS E3
ubiquitin-protein ligase complex
which mediates the ubiquitination
and subsequent proteasomal
degredation of target proteins.

Q3MHZ2

short stature
homeobox protein

SHOX

Controls fundamental aspects of
growth and development.

O15266

Eef1a1

This protein promotes the GTPdependent binding of aminoacyltRNA to the A-site of ribosomes
during protein biosynthesis.

P62630,
P68104

Beta-1,3galactosyltransferase
2

B3GALT2

Tranfers galactose from UDPgalactose to substrates with a
terminal beta-N-acetylglucosamine
(beta-GlcNAc) residue.

O43825

Transcription factor
COE3

Ebf3

Transcriptional activator.

O08791

cell migrationinducing and
hyaluronan-binding
protein-like

LOC11947835
4

N/A

N/A

btd

Catalytic release of biotin from
biocytin, the product of biotindependent carboxylases
degradation.

Q8AV84

NR1D2

Transcriptional repressor which
coordinates circadian rhythm and
metabolic pathways in a hemedependent manner.

Q14995

NR1D1

Transcriptional repressor which
coordinates circadian rhythm and
metabolic pathways in a hemedependent manner.

Q63503

Usp47

Ubiquitin-specific protease that
deubiquitinates target proteins to
regulate different cellular and
developmental pathways.

Q24574

Elongation factor 1alpha 1

Black
&
Gopher

Biotinidase

Nuclear receptor
subfamily 1 group D
member 2
Nuclear receptor
subfamily 1 group D
member 1

Ubiquitin carboxylterminal hydrolase 47
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Barrier-toautointegration factor
Nuclear receptor
subfamily 1 group D
member 1a

banf1

Plays afundamental roles in nuclear
assembly, chromatin organization,
gene expression and gonad
development.

Q6P026

nr1d2a

N/A

N/A

Fluctuating-upwelling vs. fluctuating-relaxation (p = 0.01, C=1)

Copper
&
Gopher

Proto-oncogene c-Fos

fos

Nuclear phophoprotein which
forms a tight but non-covalently
linked complex with the JUN/AP-1
transcription factor; critical
function in regulating the
development of cells destined to
form and maintain the skeleton.

Hemicentin-1

Hmcn1

Promotes cleavage furrow
maturation during cytokinesis in
preimplantation embryos.

Copper
&
Black

Cytochrome P450
1A1

cyp1a1

Black
&
Gopher

Phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase,
cytosolic [GTP]

PCK1

Prolyl hydroxylase

Egln3

Cytochromes P450 are a group of
heme-thiolate monooxygenases
that oxidizes a variety of
structurally unrelated compounds,
including steroids, fatty acids and
xenobiotics.
Regulates cataplerosis and
anaplerosis, the processes that
control the levels of metabolic
intermediates in the citric acid
cycle.
Mediates hydroxylation of proline
residues in target proteins; Cellular
oxgen sensor that catalyzes, under
normoxic conditions, the posttranslational formation of 4hydroxyproline in hypoxiainducible factor (HIF) alpha
proteins (by similarity).

P53450

D3YXG0

O42430

P05153

Q91UZ4
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Table 3. Most significant gene ontology (GO) term produced from functional enrichment analysis
on targeted pairwise comparison DGE lists for copper rockfish (treatment comparisons not listed
were found to have no significant enrichment).
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Table 4. Most significant gene ontology (GO) term produced from functional enrichment analysis
on targeted pairwise comparison DGE lists for gopher rockfish (treatment comparisons not listed
were found to have no significant enrichment).
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Table 5. Most significant gene ontology (GO) term produced from functional enrichment analysis
on targeted pairwise comparison DGE lists for black rockfish (treatment comparisons not listed
were found to have no significant enrichment).
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Table 6. Top gene ontology (GO) term produced from functional enrichment analysis of
significant co-expression modules for each rockfish species.
Top GO enrichment (P-value*)
# of
Mod.
# of Mod.
Enriched
name
Genes
Genes

Species

Mod. color

S. melanops

Brown

B4

6,178

67

Darkgrey

B13

5,099

145

Lightgreen

B11

3,969

77

Midnightblue

B9

2,205

43

Establishment of protein
localization (0.001)

GO:0045184

Darkgreen

B14

794

9

Endomembrane system
organization (0.016)

GO:0010256

Lightsteelblue1

B3

204

3

Muscle contraction
(0.003)

GO:0006936

Sienna3

B10

113

2

Protein polyubiquitination
(0.04)

GO:0000209

Mediumpurple3

B5

59

NA

Turquoise

C12

6,917

44

Skyblue2

C19

5,697

156

Yellow

C17

2,604

60

Royal blue

C14

1,847

28

S. caurinus

Biological Process
Actin filament-based process
(2.2 x 10-13)
Immune system process (7.3 X
10-17)
mRNA metabolic process (1.5
x 10-25)

NA (too few genes)
RNA splicing, via
transesterification reactions
(4.6 x 10-16)

GO term
GO:0030029

GO:0002376

GO:0016071

N/A
GO:0000375

Nervous system development
(4.4 x 10-29)
Nervous system development
(3.6 x 10-07)
RNA splicing, via
transesterification reactions
-17

GO:0007399
GO:0007399

GO:0000375

(3.9 x 10 )
Bisque4

C5

960

11

Translational initiation
-08

(9.75 x 10 )

GO:0006413
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S. carnatus

Regulation of Fc-gamma
receptor signaling pathway
involved in phagocytosis
(0.004)

Darkmagenta

C15

174

2

Maroon

C18

85

2

Fatty acid metabolic process
GO:0006631
(0.015)

Honeydew1

C9

80

4

Regulation of intracellular
signal transduction (0.002)

Darkslateblue

G16

3,340

47

Darkgrey

G9

2,378

76

Mediumpurple2

G19

1,737

15

mRNA metabolic process
(0.001)

GO:0016071

Antiquewhite2

G20

842

10

Purine nucleotide metabolic
process (0.0002)

GO:0006163

RNA splicing

(8.3
-24

x 10 )
Vesicle-mediated transport
-11

(5.6 x 10 )

RNA splicing, via
transesterification reactions

GO:1905449

GO:1902531
GO:0008380
GO:0016192

Magenta4

G18

779

15

Darkmagenta

G4

385

10

Palevioletred2

G10

332

11

Bisque4

G8

147

5

Firebrick4

G5

128

5

Response to cytokine (0.005) GO:0034097
Negative regulation of cellular
response to growth factor
GO:0090288
stimulus (0.04)

(3.0 x 10-11)
Response to lipid

GO:0000375

(0.007) GO:0033993

Negative regulation of cell
communication (7.5 x 10-05)
mRNA metabolic process
(0.01)

GO:0010648
GO:0016071

Coral1

G12

110

2

Lavenderblush2

G17

52

2

regulation of response to
stimulus (0.004)

GO:0048583

Skyblue4

G21

32

NA

NA (too few genes)

N/A

* Fisher's exact test, FDR-corrected p-value
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Figure 1.

Figure 1. Experimental treatment setup. Fish were sampled at the end of a 13-week exposure, to
one of three static treatments (ambient, moderate and extreme) or the end of an 8-day fluctuating
treatment cycle (relaxation and upwelling). Asterisks (*) indicate difference in sampling point for
both fluctuating-relaxation (blue) and fluctuating-upwelling (yellow) treatment groups.
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Figure 2.

Figure 2. Venn diagram comparisons of total, unique and shared differentially expressed genes
(edgeR, FDR < 0.01) among black, gopher and copper rockfishes (A) across all treatments, and
for pairwise treatment comparisons of fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient (B), fluctuatingupwelling vs. static-ambient (C), fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-extreme (D), and fluctuatingupwelling vs. fluctuating-relaxation (E).
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Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Heatmaps and pie charts comparisons of DGE for copper rockfish under fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient (A),
fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-ambient (B), fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-extreme (C), and fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-relaxation
(D). Heatmap rows are individual genes, with total DGE numbers reflected in gray inner circle of pie chart, while heatmap columns are
individual fish. Fish replicates are coded #1-4, with treatment coded as follows: A - static-ambient, R - fluctuating-relaxation, U –
fluctuating-upwelling, and E – static-extreme (i.e., A1 = static-ambient replicate #1). Yellow indicates upregulation, blue indicates
downregulation, and black indicates no expression change. Gene numbers reflect up- or downregulation of fish expression profiles from
Treatment 1 as compared to Treatment 2 (e.g., Fluctuating-Relaxation (T1) vs. Static-Ambient (T2)). Log2 expression fold-change is
relative to the mean expression level across all samples (edgeR, adjusted p-value < 0.01 and a minimum of two-fold change cutoff).
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Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Heatmaps and pie charts comparisons of DGE for gopher rockfish under fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient (A),
fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-ambient (B), fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-extreme (C), and fluctuating-upwelling vs. fluctuatingrelaxation (D). Heatmap rows are individual genes, with total gene numbers reflected in gray inner circle of pie chart, while columns
are individual fish. Fish replicates are coded #1-4, with treatment coded as follows: A - static-ambient, R - fluctuating-relaxation, U –
fluctuating-upwelling, and E – static-extreme (i.e., A1 = static-ambient replicate #1). Yellow indicates upregulation, while blue indicates
downregulation and black indicates no expression change. Gene numbers reflect up- or downregulation of fish expression profiles from
Treatment 1 as compared to Treatment 2 (e.g., Fluctuating-Relaxation (T1) vs. Static-Ambient (T2)). Log2 expression fold-change is
relative to the mean expression level across all samples (edgeR, adjusted p-value < 0.01 and a minimum of two-fold change cutoff)
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Figure 5.

Figure 5. Pie chart comparisons representing relative differences between biological process gene ontology categories for copper
rockfish DGE across all treatments, and for the downregulated gene list from the fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-ambient pairwise
treatment comparison. Biological Process Legend defines all categories represented and codes them A – S. Numbers listed immediately
following category codes represent the total number of DE genes grouped within that category (i.e., A, 414 = 414 DE genes grouped in
the cellular process category). Broken out and yellow pie wedges highlight DE genes grouped within the “response to stimulus” category.
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Figure 6.

Figure 6. Pie chart comparisons representing relative differences between biological process gene ontology categories for gopher
rockfish DGE across all treatments, and for the upregulated gene list from the fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-ambient pairwise treatment
comparison. Biological Process Legend defines all categories represented and codes them A, D – G, H - P. Numbers listed immediately
following category codes represent the total number of DE genes grouped within that category (i.e., A, 55 = 55 DE genes grouped in
the cellular process category). Broken out and yellow pie wedges highlight DE genes grouped within the “response to stimulus” category.
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Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Heatmaps and pie charts comparisons of DGE for black rockfish under fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient (A),
fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-ambient (B), fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-extreme (C), and fluctuating-upwelling vs. static-relaxation
(D). Heatmap rows are individual genes, with total gene numbers reflected in gray inner circle of pie chart, while columns are individual
fish. Fish replicates are coded #1-4, with treatment coded as follows: A - static-ambient, R - fluctuating-relaxation, U – fluctuatingupwelling, and E – static-extreme (i.e., A1 = static-ambient replicate #1). Yellow indicates upregulation, while blue indicates
downregulation and black indicates no expression change. Gene numbers reflect up- or downregulation of fish expression profiles from
Treatment 1 as compared to Treatment 2 (e.g., Fluctuating-Relaxation (T1) vs. Static-Ambient (T2)). Log2 expression fold-change is
relative to the mean expression level across all samples (edgeR, adjusted p-value < 0.01 and a minimum of two-fold change cutoff).
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Figure 8.

Figure 8. Pie chart comparisons representing relative differences between biological process gene ontology categories for black rockfish
DGE across all treatments, and for the upregulated gene list from the fluctuating-relaxation vs. static-ambient pairwise treatment
comparison. Biological Process Legend defines all categories represented and codes them A - P. Numbers listed immediately following
category codes represent the total number of DE genes grouped within that category (i.e., A, 412 = 412 DE genes grouped in the cellular
process category). Broken out and yellow pie wedges highlight DE genes grouped within the “response to stimulus” category.
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Figure 9.

Figure 9. Hierarchically clustered heatmap representation of module-trait correlations for gopher
rockfish module eigengenes. Modules are coded and indicated on the left as “G1 – G25”. Red
indicates positive correlation, while blue indicates negative correlation. Pearson’s R correlation
numbers reported in the center of cells for significant correlations only (P < 0.05). “Relaxation”
and “Upwelling” are categorical traits, coded in binary to indicate treatment (1 = applied treatment,
0 = unapplied treatment).
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Figure 10.

Figure 10. Hierarchically clustered heatmap representation of module-trait correlations for black
rockfish module eigengenes. Modules are coded and indicated on the left as “B1 – B15”. Red
indicates positive correlation, while blue indicates negative correlation. Pearson’s R correlation
numbers reported in the center of cells for significant correlations (P < 0.05). Traits include only
categorical traits of “Extreme”, “Relaxation”, “Upwelling” and “Fluctuating” (relaxation and
upwelling combined), coded in binary to indicate treatment (1 = applied treatment, 0 = unapplied
treatment).
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Figure 11.

Figure 11. Hierarchically clustered heatmap representation of module-trait correlations for copper
rockfish module eigengenes. Modules are coded and indicated on the left as “C1 – C19”. Red
indicates positive correlation, while blue indicates negative correlation. Pearson’s R correlation
numbers reported in the center of cells for significant correlations (P < 0.05). “Relaxation” and
“Upwelling” are categorical traits, coded in binary to indicate treatment (1 = applied treatment, 0
= unapplied treatment).
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APPENDIX A
Supplemental Results
For black and gopher data sets, the first replicate (n = 1 of 4) for treatment groups static-ambient,
static-extreme, fluctuating-upwelling and fluctuating-relaxation were sequenced with greater depth
at the Novogene facility in Davis, CA, whereas the remaining samples were sequenced at a sister
facility in Tianjin, China. Scrutiny of DGE analysis for each data set revealed distinct clustering
among first replicates that were independent of remaining samples, suggesting a bias due to batch
effect (Figs. S5 & S6). We attempted to correct this bias by subsampling the first replicates for each
treatment based on the average read depth across samples in the species set. Subsequently,
differential gene expression counts including truncated replicate 1’s were drastically reduced across
all pairwise comparisons (vs. that of differential expression counts without these samples), thus it
was determined that the bias persisted. Consequently, each “rep_1” for static-ambient, staticextreme, fluctuating-upwelling and fluctuating-relaxation (BG36, BG75, BG21, and BG49 for
black gill samples; GG583, GG620, GG795, and GG804 for gopher gill samples) were removed
from further analysis (Figs. S8 & S9). Likewise, for the copper gill data, four samples encountered
quality issues during library prep and required re-extraction. As tissue availability for these samples
was low, repeated extraction required using a new kit optimized for tissue yield of ≤ 5mg (Qiagen
RNeasy Plus Micro Kit, Cat. #74034). Subsequent DGE analysis revealed significant batch effects
via distinct clustering of these four samples, suggesting a bias from the full set (Fig. S7).
Consequently, these samples (CG598 – control_rep2, CG690 – relaxation_rep1, CG663 –
upwelling_rep1 and CG679 – upwelling_rep2) were removed from further analysis (Fig. S10).
After removing these outliers, data sample sizes used in analysis were n = 16/20 for blacks, n =
15/20 for gophers and n = 15/20 for coppers.
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Supplemental Tables
Table S1. Description of mapping rates and alignment details for all sequence files mapped to black
(A), gopher (B) and copper (C) de novo transcriptomes. Though all libraries were paired-end (PE),
only forward reads (R1) were mapped and reflected in the presented statistics.
A.

Sample ID
Treatment
Black rockfish (Sebastes
melanops)

Total sample mapping rates, mapped to Black gill transcriptome
Overall
Alignment
Reads Aligned
Reads Aligned
Rate
Total Reads
>1 Time
Exactly 1 Time

Reads
Aligned 0
Times

Mean:

93.77%

25376492.75

22091385.4

1697809

1587298.35

BG36*

Ambient

94.74%

25314900

22247225

1736408

1331267

BG32

Ambient

94.07%

27943045

24494400

1792697

1655948

BG41

Ambient

91.84%

30776410

26093849

2171467

2511094

BG43

Ambient

93.60%

22054959

19178068

1465349

1411542

BG75*

Extreme

94.90%

25314900

22306142

1717615

1291143

BG72

Extreme

93.76%

26085555

22721180

1736749

1627626

BG68

Extreme

94.29%

23279939

20451895

1498158

1329886

BG78

Extreme

93.63%

27154291

23602955

1822620

1728716

BG2

Moderate

94.19%

26546768

23216499

1787832

1542437

BG3

Moderate

93.60%

23235810

20250296

1498724

1486790

BG6

Moderate

93.42%

25409189

21986266

1751357

1671566

BG8

Moderate

93.74%

22610791

19723844

1472623

1414324

BG49*

Relaxation

94.95%

25314900

22283774

1752196

1278930

BG52

Relaxation

93.44%

25202842

21867914

1681775

1653153

BG53

Relaxation

93.72%

28104856

24449348

1889265

1766243

BG55

Relaxation

94.05%

21680671

19009111

1381530

1290030

BG21*

Upwelling

92.35%

25314900

21653543

1723521

1937836

BG22

Upwelling

93.54%

24570085

21357314

1626038

1586733

BG25

Upwelling

93.80%

24807438

21636048

1633476

1537914

BG23

Upwelling

93.69%

26807606

23298037

1816780

1692789

85.12%

27568314.3

21712820.11

1785812.36

4069681.84

Gopher (S. carnatus)
Mean:
GG583

Ambient

-

-

-

-

-

GG593

Ambient

-

-

-

-

-

GG595

Ambient

86.40%

29796634

23913459

1831731

4051444

GG596

Ambient

84.90%

26704261

20896405

1775720

4032136

GG620

Extreme

-

-

-

-

-

GG826

Extreme

84.98%

24560932

19286028

1586519

3688385
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GG823

Extreme

86.58%

30064621

24197279

1831297

4036045

GG607

Extreme

86.28%

27169462

21780365

1661219

3727878

GG795

Upwelling

-

-

-

-

-

GG797

Upwelling

86.20%

31663687

25356568

1939049

4368070

GG675

Upwelling

85.95%

27108491

21599342

1700983

3808166

GG671

Upwelling

86.21%

27465792

21935943

1742334

3787515

GG804

Relaxation

-

-

-

-

-

GG806

Relaxation

85.57%

25908337

20507773

1662314

3738250

GG808

Relaxation

85.15%

23913997

18815719

1546370

3551908

GG811

Relaxation

85.99%

29336104

23386805

1838296

4111003

GG831

Moderate

-

-

-

-

-

GG646

Moderate

85.84%

26146880

20803591

1641465

3701824

GG815

Moderate

86.51%

30630019

24613563

1883513

4132943

GG633

Moderate

86.14%

28519804

22757221

1808314

3954269

Mean:

74.03%

24535693.5

15842240.61

2338061.33

6355391.56

CG586

Ambient

70.51%

25661252

15407025

2686620

7567607

CG598

Ambient

86.56%

28891814

23245403

1762293

3884118

CG601

Ambient

69.16%

21395559

12573562

2224197

6597800

CG614

Extreme

70.11%

24717078

14715899

2612213

7388966

CG616

Extreme

71.03%

23473827

14154086

2518701

6801040

CG626

Extreme

71.60%

22685515

13850005

2393912

6441598

CG759

Extreme

70.94%

24997246

15140921

2593318

7263007

CG645

Moderate

69.68%

23453655

13938296

2404133

7111226

CG650

Moderate

71.90%

29652414

18188374

3131309

8332731

CG767

Moderate

70.56%

23366565

14053140

2433895

6879530

CG640

Moderate

70.58%

26300499

15788632

2774878

7736989

CG690

Relaxation

86.61%

21910690

17547935

1430001

2932754

CG706

Relaxation

70.36%

24630109

14760536

2568985

7300588

CG784

Relaxation

70.31%

23813242

14280415

2462501

7070326

CG684

Relaxation

69.47%

22946202

13579069

2362357

7004776

CG663

Upwelling

85.41%

23499959

18517496

1554896

3427567

CG679

Upwelling

86.31%

24926591

19879254

1634833

3412504

CG680

Upwelling

70.84%

27448960

16679431

2766676

8002853

CG681

Upwelling

71.07%

23532558

14267877

2456006

6808675

Copper (S. caurinus)

*- indicates samples used to build reference transcriptomes for black rockfish transcriptome assembly
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B.
Total sample mapping rates, mapped to Gopher gill transcriptome

Sample ID
Treatment
Black rockfish (Sebastes
melanops)
Mean:

Overall
Alignment
Rate

Total Reads

Reads Aligned
>1 Time

Reads Aligned
Exactly 1 Time

Reads
Aligned 0
Times

85.26%

25391890.94

19745350.06

1892940.94

3753599.94

BG36

Ambient

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

BG32

Ambient

85.57%

27943045

21900372

2009967

4032706

BG41

Ambient

83.18%

30776410

23178540

2420589

5177281

BG43

Ambient

85.16%

22054959

17148268

1634385

3272306

BG75

Extreme

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

BG72

Extreme

84.97%

26085555

20217927

1947844

3919784

BG68

Extreme

85.95%

23279939

18306400

1702596

3270943

BG78

Extreme

84.99%

27154291

21037798

2041000

4075493

BG2

Moderate

86.07%

26546768

20803393

2045677

3697698

BG3

Moderate

85.17%

23235810

18092910

1697695

3445205

BG6

Moderate

84.67%

25409189

19575101

1938109

3895979

BG8

Moderate

85.40%

22610791

17625108

1684505

3301178

BG49

Relaxation

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

BG52

Relaxation

84.95%

25202842

19528210

1881745

3792887

BG53

Relaxation

85.29%

28104856

21910480

2059906

4134470

BG55

Relaxation

86.33%

21680671

17166225

1550978

2963468

BG21

Upwelling

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

BG22

Upwelling

85.22%

24570085

19075312

1862621

3632152

BG25

Upwelling

85.84%

24807438

19475650

1820110

3511678

BG23

Upwelling

85.32%

26807606

20883907

1989328

3934371

Mean:

92.14%

27151051.97

22841455.4

2197937.52

2117825.33

GG583*

Ambient

93.89%

25314900

21664131

2105062

1545707

GG593

Ambient

-

-

-

-

-

GG595

Ambient

92.86%

29796634

25372271

2296221

2128142

GG596

Ambient

92.02%

26704261

22359553

2213532

2131176

GG620*

Extreme

92.87%

25314900

21500109

2008809

1805982

GG826

Extreme

92.07%

24560932

20608198

2005045

1947689

GG823

Extreme

93.36%

30064621

25770081

2297473

1997067

GG607

Extreme

93.09%

27169462

23191314

2099806

1878342

Gopher (S. carnatus)
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GG795*

Upwelling

93.58%

25314900

21502920

2185603

1626377

GG797

Upwelling

92.94%

31663687

26994054

2434774

2234859

GG675

Upwelling

92.61%

27108491

22999279

2107188

2002024

GG671

Upwelling

92.91%

27465792

23330455

2188108

1947229

GG804*

Relaxation

94.75%

25314900

21912127

2074369

1328404

GG806

Relaxation

92.50%

25908337

21905980

2059758

2059758

GG808

Relaxation

92.37%

23913997

20137049

1952977

1823971

GG811

Relaxation

92.84%

29336104

24926996

2308809

2100299

GG831

Moderate

92.73%

26400573

22412509

2067556

1920508

GG646

Moderate

92.41%

26146880

22096378

2066334

1984168

GG815

Moderate

93.27%

30630019

26188281

2381205

2060533

GG633

Moderate

93.04%

28519804

24318451

2215097

1986256

Mean:

78.42%

24535693.5

16461647.56

2798148.78

5275897.17

CG586

Ambient

74.74%

25661252

15988967

3189758

6482527

CG598

Ambient

92.08%

28891814

24334060

2269926

2287828

CG601

Ambient

73.42%

21395559

13034951

2673826

5686782

CG614

Extreme

73.75%

24717078

15151494

3078040

6487544

CG616

Extreme

75.32%

23473827

14694703

2986031

5793093

CG626

Extreme

75.78%

22685515

14357321

2834596

5493598

CG759

Extreme

75.22%

24997246

15739065

3063769

6194412

CG645

Moderate

73.91%

23453655

14445628

2888579

6119448

CG650

Moderate

76.49%

29652414

18983815

3697016

6971583

CG767

Moderate

74.11%

23366565

14441306

2876761

6048498

CG640

Moderate

74.53%

26300499

16311588

3291318

6697593

CG690

Relaxation

91.96%

21910690

18402914

1747252

1760524

CG706

Relaxation

74.49%

24630109

15273888

3073343

6282878

CG784

Relaxation

73.99%

23813242

14684828

2933837

6194577

CG684

Relaxation

73.34%

22946202

14006368

2821613

6118221

CG663

Upwelling

91.14%

23499959

19553015

1864615

2082329

CG679

Upwelling

91.87%

24926591

20927375

1973155

2026061

CG680

Upwelling

75.00%

27448960

17238941

3346996

6863023

CG681

Upwelling

75.11%

23532558

14728396

2946005

5858157

Copper (S. caurinus)

*- indicates samples used to build reference transcriptomes for gopher rockfish transcriptome assembly
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C.
Total sample mapping rates, mapped to Copper gill transcriptome

Sample ID
Treatment
Black rockfish (Sebastes
melanops)
Mean:

Overall
Alignment
Rate

Total Reads

Reads Aligned
>1 Time

Reads Aligned
Exactly 1
Time

Reads Aligned
0 Times

85.18%

25391890.94

20882619.13

739244.31

3770027.5

BG36

Ambient

-

-

-

-

-

BG32

Ambient

85.25%

27943045

23059791

761898

4121356

BG41

Ambient

84.01%

30776410

24864211

991256

4920943

BG43

Ambient

84.98%

22054959

18102336

640892

3311731

BG75

Extreme

-

-

-

-

-

BG72

Extreme

84.70%

26085555

21312532

782087

3990936

BG68

Extreme

85.55%

23279939

19275439

640371

3364129

BG78

Extreme

84.64%

27154291

22171393

811227

4171671

BG2

Moderate

86.21%

26546768

22071816

814082

3660870

BG3

Moderate

84.83%

23235810

19068575

641897

3525338

BG6

Moderate

84.41%

25409189

20721430

727051

3960708

BG8

Moderate

85.09%

22610791

18607461

631567

3371763

BG49

Relaxation

-

-

-

-

-

BG52

Relaxation

84.75%

25202842

20676863

682572

3843407

BG53

Relaxation

85.33%

28104856

23136784

845787

4122285

BG55

Relaxation

86.41%

21680671

18106324

628981

2945366

BG21

Upwelling

-

-

-

-

-

BG22

Upwelling

85.32%

24570085

20266585

696373

3607127

BG25

Upwelling

85.87%

24807438

20588421

712736

3506281

BG23

Upwelling

85.46%

26807606

22091945

819132

3896529

91.63%

27501174.19

24324427.68

878702.49

2298044.02

Gopher (S. carnatus)
Mean:
GG583

Ambient

-

-

-

-

-

GG593

Ambient

-

-

-

-

-

GG595

Ambient

91.80%

29796634

26414847

937817

2443970

GG596

Ambient

90.88%

26704261

23397546

871230

2435485

GG620

Extreme

-

-

-

-

-

GG826

Extreme

90.81%

24560932

21483369

821334

2256229

GG823

Extreme

92.13%

30064621

26784645

914445

2365531

GG607

Extreme

91.93%

27169462

24115786

861483

2192193

GG795

Upwelling

-

-

-

-

-

GG797

Upwelling

91.84%

31663687

28070754

1010670

2582263

GG675

Upwelling

91.41%

27108491

23914080

865879

2328532
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GG671

Upwelling

91.56%

27465792

24278067

870176

2317549

GG804

Relaxation

-

-

-

-

-

GG806

Relaxation

91.32%

25908337

22840947

818783

2248607

GG808

Relaxation

91.10%

23913997

21000402

784892

2128703

GG811

Relaxation

91.56%

29336104

25983457

875380

2477267

GG831

Moderate

91.42%

26400573

23278534

856125

2265914

GG646

Moderate

91.51%

26146880

23087895

838977

2220008

GG815

Moderate

92.10%

30630019

27285126

924269

2420624

GG633

Moderate

91.80%

28519804

25279526

901739

2338539

Mean:

92.90%

24629193

21975861.94

906040.82

1747290.24

CG586*

Ambient

93.41%

25661252

22960131

1010907

1690214

CG598

Ambient

93.85%

28891814

26208791

906918

1776105

CG601

Ambient

91.96%

21395559

18893987

781506

1720066

CG614*

Extreme

93.63%

24717078

22127765

1015217

1574096

CG616

Extreme

92.83%

23473827

20948076

841715

1684036

CG626

Extreme

92.82%

22685515

20225120

832351

1628044

CG759

Extreme

92.41%

24997246

22184797

914034

1898415

CG645

Moderate

91.67%

23453655

20688253

812630

1952772

CG650

Moderate

92.85%

29652414

26473999

1059542

2118873

CG767

Moderate

92.23%

23366565

20651703

899473

1815389

CG640

Moderate

92.71%

26300499

23417495

966997

1916007

CG690

Relaxation

94.03%

21910690

19855227

746720

1308743

CG706*

Relaxation

93.35%

24630109

21998619

993327

1638163

CG784

Relaxation

92.21%

23813242

21037832

919796

1855614

CG684

Relaxation

-

-

-

-

-

CG663*

Upwelling

94.59%

23499959

21312006

916255

1271698

CG679

Upwelling

93.79%

24926591

22521152

856858

1548581

CG680

Upwelling

91.89%

27448960

24204886

1016601

2227473

CG681

Upwelling

92.48%

23532558

20839945

922754

1769859

Copper (S. caurinus)

*- indicates samples used to build reference transcriptomes for copper rockfish transcriptome assembly
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Table S2. Trinity statistics assessment for each species’ de novo transcriptome.

% GC

Contig
N50

Median
Contig
Length

Average
Contig
Length

522472

46.25

1802

408

894.54

420348

717245

46.83

1888

425

936.29

262664

429597

46.52

1724

407

876.98

Total
Contigs

Total
Transcripts

Sebastes melanops (Black)

311412

Sebastes caurinus (Copper)
Sebastes carnatus (Gopher)

Species
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Table S3. Quality scores for each species’ de novo transcriptome after assessment with the
Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Ortholog (BUSCO) program. Each assembly was compared
to the Actinopterygii (ray-finned fishes) database.
Species

Complete

Single-Copy

Duplicated

Fragmented

Missing

Sebastes melanops (Black)

4017 (87.6%)

740 (16.1%)

3277 (71.5%)

196 (4.3%)

371 (8.1%)

Sebastes caurinus (Copper)
Sebastes carnatus
(Gopher)

4162 (90.8%)

484 (10.6%)

3678 (80.2%)

226 (4.9%)

196 (4.3%)

3971 (86.7%)

846 (18.5%)

3125 (68.2%)

208 (4.5%)

405 (8.8%)
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Table S4. Reported DGE based on various statistical stringencies for all species and pairwise
treatment comparisons.
Pairwise statistical parameter comparisons for all species

Species

Sebastes
melanops

Sebastes
melanops

Sebastes
melanops

Sebastes
melanops

Sebastes
caurinus

Sebastes
caurinus

Sebastes
caurinus

Treatment
Comparison
(T1 vs T2)
relaxation vs
ambient

upwelling vs
extreme

upwelling vs
relaxation

upwelling vs
ambient

relaxation vs
ambient

upwelling vs
extreme

upwelling vs
relaxation

FDR

Fold
change
(C=)

Upregulated
genes (T1)

Downregulated
genes (T1)

Total
DE
Genes

0.05

0

1645

560

2205

0.05

1

1645

560

2205

0.01

1

902

232

1134

0.001

1

197

75

272

0.05

0

1981

725

2706

0.05

1

1885

635

2520

0.01

1

731

339

1070

0.001

1

190

185

375

0.05

0

69

24

93

0.05

1

69

24

93

0.01

1

23

14

37

0.001

1

1

2

3

0.05

0

1261

165

1426

0.05

1

1260

164

1424

0.01

1

857

90

947

0.001

1

388

52

440

0.05

0

105

122

449

0.05

1

105

122

449

0.01

1

53

98

306

0.001

1

14

67

205

0.05

0

66

1394

2759

0.05

1

66

1292

2420

0.01

1

53

561

1117

0.001

1

30

206

420

0.05

0

176

31

49

0.05

1

166

31

49

0.01

1

107

11

23
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Sebastes
caurinus

Sebastes
carnatus

Sebastes
carnatus

Sebastes
carnatus

Sebastes
carnatus

upwelling vs
ambient

relaxation vs
ambient

upwelling vs
extreme

upwelling vs
relaxation

upwelling vs
ambient

0.001

1

61

3

11

0.05

0

213

1396

2269

0.05

1

213

1330

2175

0.01

1

122

924

1500

0.001

1

51

539

901

0.05

0

327

55

160

0.05

1

327

55

160

0.01

1

208

40

93

0.001

1

138

25

39

0.05

0

1365

51

117

0.05

1

1128

51

117

0.01

1

556

41

94

0.001

1

214

23

53

0.05

0

18

134

310

0.05

1

18

125

291

0.01

1

12

59

166

0.001

1

8

33

94

0.05

0

873

140

353

0.05

1

845

138

351

0.01

1

576

88

210

0.001

1

362

50

101
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Table S5. Total count of DE genes for each treatment comparison for (A) copper, (B) gopher,
and (C) black rockfish.

A.

Copper rockfish GLM pairwise contrasts (p = .05, no lfc)
control
moderate
extreme
relaxation
upwelling

control

0
0
1
0
25

moderate extreme relaxation upwelling
0
1
0
25
0
0
2
5
0
0
5
22
2
5
0
0
5
22
0
0

B.

Gopher rockfish GLM pairwise contrasts (p=.05, no lfc)
control
moderate
extreme
relaxation
upwelling

control

0
14
4
3
13

moderate extreme relaxation upwelling
14
4
3
13
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
1
0
12
0

C.

Black rockfish GLM pairwise contrasts (p=.05, no lfc)
control
moderate
extreme
relaxation
upwelling

control

0
49
49
2386
69

moderate extreme relaxation upwelling
49
49
2386
69
0
21
772
42
21
0
1293
1141
772
1293
0
599
42
1141
599
0
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Supplemental Figures
Figure S1.

Figure S1: Picture representation of mapping combinations between each species data set and
transcriptome.
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Figure S2.

Figure S2: Analysis of network topology for a range of soft-thresholding powers. (A) The scale-free fix
index as a function of the soft-thresholding power is displayed in the left panel, while the right panel displays
mean connectivity as a function of the soft-thresholding power. The power selected for the black rockfish
data weas 11, which represented the lowest power for which the scale-free topology fit reached 0.90
(represented by the red line in the left panel). (B) Clustering dendrogram of black rockfish expression sets,
with dissimilarities based on topological overlap represented by initially assigned module colors (Dynamic
tree cut) and after merging modules with expression profiles with at least 60% similarity (Merged dynamic).
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Figure S3.

Figure S3: Analysis of network topology for a range of soft-thresholding powers. (A) The scale-free fix
index as a function of the soft-thresholding power is displayed in the left panel, while the right panel displays
mean connectivity as a function of the soft-thresholding power. The powers selected for the copper rockfish
data was 12, which represented the lowest power for which the scale-free topology fit reached 0.90
(represented by the red line in the left panel). (B) Clustering dendrogram of copper rockfish expression sets,
with dissimilarities based on topological overlap represented by initially assigned module colors (Dynamic
tree cut) and after merging modules with expression profiles with at least 60% similarity (Merged dynamic).
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Figure S4.

Figure S4: Analysis of network topology for a range of soft-thresholding powers. (A) The scale-free fix
index as a function of the soft-thresholding power is displayed in the left panel, while the right panel displays
mean connectivity as a function of the soft-thresholding power. The powers selected for the gopher rockfish
data was 15, which represented the lowest power for which the scale-free topology fit reached 0.90
(represented by the red line in the left panel). (B) Clustering dendrogram of gopher rockfish expression sets,
with dissimilarities based on topological overlap represented by initially assigned module colors (Dynamic
tree cut) and after merging modules with expression profiles with at least 60% similarity (Merged dynamic).
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Figure S5.
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Figure S5: Clustered heatmaps showing relationship of sample correlation (red and green heatmap) and
differential gene expression (purple and yellow heatmap) among black gill samples, with distinct clustering
of four samples representing the first replicate of treatments static-control, static-extreme, fluctuatingrelaxation, and fluctuating-upwelling (post-truncation). The red and green color key depicts degrees of
correlation, with green bars representing lower similarity and red bars representing higher similarity. The
yellow and purple color key legend depicts degrees of expression, with yellow bars indicating more
expression (upregulation), and purple bars indicating less expression (downregulation). Dendrograms along
both axes of the correlation heatmap, and along the x-axis of the differential expression heatmap represent
hierarchal clustering among individual samples, with colored bars highlighting relationships between
treatments (yellow – static-moderate, green – static-extreme, red – static-ambient, purple – fluctuatingrelaxation, blue – fluctuating-upwelling).
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Figure S6.
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Figure S6: Clustered heatmaps showing relationship of sample correlation (red and green heatmap) and
differential gene expression (purple and yellow heatmap) among gopher gill samples, with distinct clustering
of four samples representing the first replicate of treatments static-control, static-extreme, fluctuatingrelaxation, and fluctuating-upwelling (post-truncation). The red and green color key depicts degrees of
correlation, with green bars representing lower similarity and red bars representing higher similarity. The
yellow and purple color key legend depicts degrees of expression, with yellow bars indicating more
expression (upregulation), and purple bars indicating less expression (downregulation). Dendrograms along
both axes of the correlation heatmap, and along the x-axis of the differential expression heatmap represent
hierarchal clustering among individual samples, with colored bars highlighting relationships between
treatments (yellow – static-moderate, green – static-extreme, red – static-ambient, purple – fluctuatingrelaxation, blue – fluctuating-upwelling).
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Figure S7.
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Figure S7: Clustered heatmap showing relationship of sample correlation (red and green heatmap) and
differential gene expression (purple and yellow heatmap) among copper gill samples, with distinct clustering
of four samples: static-ambient replicate #2, fluctuating-upwelling replicate #1, fluctuating-upwelling
replicate #2, and fluctuating-relaxation replicate #1. The red and green color key depicts degrees of
correlation, with green bars representing lower similarity and red bars representing higher similarity. The
yellow and purple color key legend depicts degrees of expression, with yellow bars indicating more
expression (upregulation), and purple bars indicating less expression (downregulation). Dendrograms along
both axes of the correlation heatmap, and along the x-axis of the differential expression heatmap represent
hierarchal clustering among individual samples, with colored bars highlighting relationships between
treatments (yellow – static-moderate, green – static-extreme, red – static-ambient, purple – fluctuatingrelaxation, blue – fluctuating-upwelling).
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Figure S8.

Figure S8: Clustered heatmaps showing relationship differential gene expression among black gill samples
after removing outliers. The color key legend depicts degrees of expression, with yellow bars indicating
more expression (upregulation), and purple bars indicating less expression (downregulation). The
dendrogram along the x-axis of the differential expression heatmap represents hierarchal clustering among
individual samples, with colored bars highlighting relationships between treatments (yellow – staticmoderate, green – static-extreme, red – static-ambient, purple – fluctuating-relaxation, blue – fluctuatingupwelling).
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Figure S9.

Figure S9: Clustered heatmaps showing relationship differential gene expression among gopher gill samples
after removing outliers. The color key legend depicts degrees of expression, with yellow bars indicating
more expression (upregulation), and purple bars indicating less expression (downregulation). The
dendrogram along the x-axis of the differential expression heatmap represents hierarchal clustering among
individual samples, with colored bars highlighting relationships between treatments (yellow – staticmoderate, green – static-extreme, red – static-ambient, purple – fluctuating-relaxation, blue – fluctuatingupwelling).
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Figure S10.

Figure S10: Clustered heatmaps showing relationship differential gene expression among copper gill
samples after removing outliers. The color key legend depicts degrees of expression, with yellow bars
indicating more expression (upregulation), and purple bars indicating less expression (downregulation). The
dendrogram along the x-axis of the differential expression heatmap represents hierarchal clustering among
individual samples, with colored bars highlighting relationships between treatments (yellow – staticmoderate, green – static-extreme, red – static-ambient, purple – fluctuating-relaxation, blue – fluctuatingupwelling).
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Figure S11.

Figure S11. Multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot showing separate clustering of black (dark blue), copper
(yellow-orange) and gopher (green) rockfish data. All data points are plotted and represented by differing
shapes as depicted in the legend: open square = static-ambient, open circle = static-extreme, open triangle =
static-moderate, closed square = fluctuating-relaxation and closed circle = fluctuating-upwelling.
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Figure S12.

Figure S12. Clustered heatmap showing the log2 centered relative expression patterns and hierarchically clustered dendrograms for modules B9 (A;
midnightblue), B4 (B; brown) and B13 (C; darkgrey) gene lists from the black rockfish WGCNA dataset. Heatmap rows are individual genes, while
heatmap columns are individual fish notated with their treatment grouping and replicate number. Yellow indicates upregulation, blue indicates
downregulation, and black indicates no expression change. Fish replicates are coded #1-4 and aligned with the dendrogram at the top of the heatmap,
with treatment coded as follows: A - static-ambient, R - fluctuating-relaxation, U – fluctuating-upwelling, and E – static-extreme (i.e., A1 = staticambient replicate #1). Fluctuating treatment replicates are colored in purple and static treatment replicates are colored in orange. Individual Log2
expression fold-change is relative to the mean expression level across all samples (no p-value filter or fold-change cutoff was used).
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Figure S13.

Figure S13. Clustered heatmap showing the log2 centered relative expression patterns for module C19 (A; skyblue2) and C14 (B; royalblue) gene
lists from the copper rockfish dataset. Heatmap rows are individual genes, while heatmap columns are individual fish notated with their treatment
grouping and replicate number. Yellow indicates upregulation, blue indicates downregulation, and black indicates no expression change. Fish
replicates are coded #1-4 and aligned with the dendrogram at the top of the heatmap, with treatment coded as follows: A - static-ambient, R fluctuating-relaxation, U – fluctuating-upwelling, and E – static-extreme (i.e., A1 = static-ambient replicate #1). Fluctuating treatment replicates are
colored in purple and static treatment replicates are colored in orange. Corresponding physiological data for aerobic scope, critical swimming speed
and average ventilation rate provided under each individual replicate column and color-coded by level of stress response: green - normal,
yellow/orange - moderate stress, red – high stress. Log2 expression fold-change is relative to the mean expression level across all samples (no pvalue filter or fold-change cutoff was used).
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Figure S14.

Figure S14. Clustered heatmap showing the log2 centered relative expression patterns for modules G4 (A; darkmagenta) and G17 (B; lavenderblush2)
module gene lists from the gopher rockfish dataset. Heatmap rows are individual genes, while heatmap columns are individual fish notated with their
treatment grouping and replicate number. Yellow indicates upregulation, blue indicates downregulation, and black indicates no expression change.
Fish replicates are coded #1-4 and aligned with the dendrogram at the top of the heatmap, with treatment coded as follows: A - static-ambient, R fluctuating-relaxation, U – fluctuating-upwelling, and E – static-extreme (i.e., A1 = static-ambient replicate #1). Fluctuating treatment replicates are
colored in purple and static treatment replicates are colored in orange. Corresponding physiological data for aerobic scope, critical swimming speed
and average ventilation rate provided under each individual replicate column and color-coded by level of stress response: green - normal,
yellow/orange - moderate stress, red – high stress. Log2 expression fold-change is relative to the mean expression level across all samples (no pvalue filter or fold-change cutoff was used).

